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Development of a Water Quality Model 
Applicable to Great Salt Lake, Utah 
by 
Craig T . Jones, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 197 6 
Major Professor : Dr. J. Paul Riley 
Department: Civil and Environmental Enginee ring 
The development of a model capable of predicting the long 
term (seasonal) distribution of water quality cons tituents within 
Great Salt Lake was undertaken as a portion of the ongoing Great 
Salt Lake project at Utah State U niversity. The overall goal of the 
project is the deve lopment of a modeling framework to assist the 
relevant decision making bodies in the comprehensive management 
of the Great Salt Lake system. Phas e I o f the project provided the 
overall structural framework f or manageme nt of the Great Salt Lake 
system, identified data needs, and established priorities for the 
development of submodels for incorpo ration into the overall frame-
work. Phase II of the project involves the process of developing 
submodels, and Phas e III will be concerned with application of the 
framework of m odels to specific management problems. 
ix 
This study provides, as part of the second phase of the Great 
Salt Lake project, a model capable of predicting the long term dis-
tribution of quality constituents within the lake. This capability is a 
necessary component of the modeling framework s ince it will allow 
the investigation of the effects which alternative water quality man-
agement plans will have on the distribution of water quality constit-
uents within the lake. 
The water quality model of the lake is based on the application 
of the advection-diffusion equation to the three-dimensional trans-
port of a quality constituent. The modeling technique is formulated 
by discretizing the system as a network of nodes interconnected by 
channels in both the horizontal a nd vertical directions. This repre-
sentation of the system allowed the horizontal transport to be treated 
mathematically as one-dimensional. The resulting modeling tech-
nique is applicable to any lake, estuary, or bay in which the con-
centration gradients must be described in all three coordinate dir-
ections. 
In applying the model to Great Salt Lake a two-layered vertical 
network was employed due t o the physical characteristics of the 
system. The model was furth e r s implified by describing vertical 
transport by diffusion alone. Us ing observed total dissolved solids 
con centrations, a method was developed during the study for estab-
lishing the vertical diffusion coefficient as a function of depth. 
X 
A unique feature of this water quality modeling technique is 
that it allows the seasonal distribution of a quality constituent to be 
studied without the nece ssity of developing a hydrodynamic model of 
the system . The advective transport is designed to be input to the 
model based on observed long term circulation patterns . In the 
case of Great Salt Lake, circulation patterns are not yet we ll known. 
However, approximate pattE-rns h a ,, e been established from some 
observati ons to date , and those w<ere u s ed to provide preliminary 
tests of the validity and r esponse characteristics of the model. 
These t es ts have demonstrated that the model will be a practical 
and us eful tool for monitoring the distribution of quality constitu ents 





Because of the wide r a nge of effects water quali ty has on the 
uses of water and related resources, it is assuming an increasingly 
more important role in water resources planning. This study was 
undertaken with the objective of producing a water quality distribu-
tion model of Great Salt Lake as part of an ongoing Utah Water Re-
search Laboratory project involving the lake. The major objective 
of the Great Salt Lake project is the development of a framework 
of computer models which will aid i n the proper management of the 
resource s of the entire lake system including the lake and its 
drainage area. This study provides a water quality model of Great 
Salt Lake ne cessary for that framework of models. 
A time varying computer model of the water quality compon-
ent of the lake was developed. The technique was modified to 
simulate the long term (seasonal) response by holding the lake con-
stant at a specific surface elevation throughout the simulation 
period and by using lake current patterns, inflows, and outflows 
averaged over a season of interest. 
The finite difference modeling technique was structured for t h e 
representation of the system as a network of nodes, interconnected 
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by channels. This schematization a llowed the two-dimensional 
horizontal transport to be treated using a fl exible non-rectangular 
grid. The resulting modeling technique is general in nature and is 
applicable to the simulation of the distribution of both inorganic and 
organic water quality constituents. 
The research presented in this report is unique in that the 
modeling techniqu e a llows the distribution of a quality constituent 
to be described in all thr ee dimensions. Thu s , the modeling t ech -
nique is applicable to systems in which the spatial variation of 
quality constituents in each coordinate direction is too large for the 
system to be represented mathematically as a one- or two-dimen-
sional system. This will allow the technique to be adapted to lakes 
and estuaries in which vertical density stratification is an important 
characteristic of the physical system. 
In a system such as Great Salt Lake, the hydrodynamics of 
flow are quite complex due principally to the ve rtical density strati-
fication. At present, no numerical models are available which ade-
quately describe the flow in such a system. Models which describe 
the hydrodynamics of flow in less complex systems indicate that, 
even when a hydrodynamic modeling technique applicable to Great 
Salt Lake becomes available, it will be costly to operate and will 
require an extensive data base for verification. 
A basic feature of the modeling technique described in the 
report is that the technique can be used either independently of or 
in conjunction with a hydrodynamic model. Circulation patterns 
and velocities can be input to the model based on observed data. 
The advantages of this approach are as follows: 
1. The model is not dependent on the development of a hydro-
dynamic model to describe flow patterns but may be used in con-
junction with one if such a model is developed at a later time. 
2. The model provides information on the distribution of 
water quality constituents based on observed transport processes. 
3. The modeling technique gives enough detail to provide 
most of the information required for management decisions. 
4. The modeling technique allows the identification of areas 
where data gathering or data refinement is required. 
The water quality model can be used to investigate the be-
havior of the water quality aspects of Great Salt Lake in two differ-
ent modes. Independent of other problems, the water quality model 
can be used to investigate the response of Great Salt Lake at a fixed 
elevation to the input of various levels of water quality constituents 
from different sources and to possible modifications of the physical 
lake system. When the water quality model is used in this manner, 
it is a valuable management tool which can provide insight into the 
proper management of the water quality aspects of the lake by pre-
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dieting the fate of pollutents which reach the lake . This approach 
was used in this study to de mons trate the applicability of the model 
to the simulation of the distribution of water quality constituents 
within Great Salt Lake. 
The wate r quality model is also applicable, when linked with 
a hydrologic model of the lake, to investigations of changes in the 
hydrology and water quality components of the lake in response to 
input a lterations or modifications to the physical lake system. The 
water quality model is not designed to be independent of a lake 
hydrology model wh en combined in the framework of computer 
models under subsequent phases of the Great Salt Lake proj ect . 
Over the periods for which th e wate r quality mode l will be applied, 
the hydrologic model will provide information to the water quality 
model relating to the lake s tage and th e exchange of brine through 
the railroad causeway which divides the lake. The United State s 
Geological Survey has developed a hydrologic model of the lake which 
will b e available for use during later stages of the Great Salt Lake 
project. 
The water quality modeling technique developed during this 
s tudy can accommodate both conservative and non -conser vative 
constituents, including the interactions which may occur between 
non-conservative constituents. 
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This capability of evaluating the 
consequences of inputting various levels of water quality constituents 
to the lake is a highly v aluable function of the water quality model. 
The model is able to represent the distribution of a single constituent 
or to account for interactions between constituents including inter-
actions within the ecosystem. Once the appropriate data become 
available, the water quality model can be used to study the effects 
on the water quality system which will result from alteri ng the pre-
sent le vel of water quality constituents entering to the lake. Altering 
the present levels of quality constituent inflow or the location of the 
inflow may produce changes in the distribution of water quality con-
stituents within the lake which could adversely effect some uses of 
the lake. Since the interactions which occur in the ecosystem are 
a major component of the water quality system, i ncreasing or de-
creasing the level of input of certain constituents to the lake such 
as nutrients or toxic chemicals could significantly alter the present 
ecosystem and change the water quality ch aracteristics of the lake. 
The water quality model can be used, with certain limitations, 
to investigate the consequences of changes to the physical lake 
1
The concentration of a constituent within a sys t em is a func-
tion of the processes which transport the constituent through the 
sys tem and any processes within the system which generate or de -
grade the constituent. The concentration of a non-conservative con-
stituent is dependent on both the transport processes and the internal 
processes while the concentration of a conservative constituent is 
dependent on only the transport processes. 
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system on the distribution of water quality constituents . Since the 
flows in the water quality model are determined from observed 
circulation patterns, the use of the model in this manner is re-
stricted by the extent to which the lake circulation patterns following 
the change are themselves predictable. In many situations , such as 
pumping brine to maintain a specific maximum surface elevation in 
the lake, the effect on the circulation pattern would be local if the 
withdrawal is small in comparison to the advective transpor t and 
the m o del should provide realistic r e sults . However, major alter-
ations to the physical lake system, such as diking part of the lake, 
may significantly alter the circulation patterns. In such cases , the 
model could be used to investigate possible consequences the modi-
fication may produce by assuming circulation patterns which might 
result and testing for adverse effects on the distribution of quality 
constituents . The investigation of alte rations to the physical lake 
system could, of course, be aided by the separat e development of a 
hydrauli c model of the lake. Such a m oo el would provide informa-
tion to the water quality model concerning the circulation patterns 
which would result from proposed altera tions. Such information 
would be used in the water qu a lity m odel to determine the effect 
the proposed a lteration would have on the distribution of quality 
constituents. 
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The wate r qualit y model was applied to the south arm of Great 
Salt Lake to illustrate the t ype of water quality distribution ques-
tions whi ch can b e investigated with the model and to test the sensi-
tiv ity of the m odel t o var iations of the model paramet ers. The 
south a rm of the lake was chosen because the principal uses of the 
lake are associated with this arm and future data gathering efforts 
will prob a bly fo cus on this arm. At the out se t of this study it was 
realized the data presently available for Great Salt Lake were 
limited. Data gathering by state and federal age ncies concerning 
the transport p r ocesses within the lake are in the pr e liminary 
stages. Data concernin g th e distribution of wate r quality constit-
uents within the lake and the non-transport processe s which effec t 
the conce ntra tion level s of quality constitu ents a r e inadequate. 
Howeve r, by d eveloping the model at this time it was possible to 
gain valuable i nsight into variou s sensitivities regarding th e Great 
Salt Lake syste1n. This process aided the assessment of relating 
data needs and importance. The ability of the model to realistically 
simulate the distributio n of qualit y con stituent s with i n the south arm 
of the lake was demon strated by approxin>ating unknown parameters 
from those data w h ich are presently available . 
Data which w er e available on the distribution of total dis-
solved solids within the south arm were used to e stablish the value 
of the ve rtical d i ffusion coefficient as a function of depth. Besides 
using the v e rtical diffusion coefficient to describe v ertical trans-
port in the water quality model, the ve rtical transport was included 
in a separate w ater and salinity balance model of the lake. 
The water and salinity balance model w as for mulated by 
assuming the north arm of the lake to be a completely mixed unit 
and dividing the south arm of the lake into layers along the vertical 
axis. In the south arm this resulted in a one-dimensional vertical 
transport model. The model was u sed to simulate the water and 
salinity balance within the lake o v e r m onthly time steps which 
allowed the future trend of brine within both arms of the lake to be 
investigated. The addition of verti c al transport to the hydrologic 
model provided the refinement of the water and salinity balance 
model which was necessary to properly simulate the salinity balance 
in the south arm. The hydrologic model developed by the United 
States Geological Survey is based on a m o r e sophisticated water 
balance of the lake than the water bala nce us e d in this study. In -
corporating the vertical transport into their model would result in 




In general, the deve lopment of Great Sa lt Lake has proceeded 
as a series of uncoordinated activities without an overall manage-
ment plan. However, in recent yea rs public concern has increased 
that the resources of Great Salt Lake and its surrounding basin be 
properly managed in order to achieve maximum public benefit from 
thes e resource s. A myriad of potential uses exist for these re-
sources, and the manner in which the resources are eventually 
allocated and used will have a long term impact on the economic 
and social development of the entire state of Utah. The question of 
how the resources of Great Salt Lake can be utilized to best meet 
the needs of the citizens of Utah is a real one, and the answer re-
quires a well integrated and cooperative approach by all groups 
and agencies concerned with the resource s of the entire lake system. 
The Great Salt L ake Project 
In early 1973 a study was initiated at Utah State University 
with the goal of formulating an integrated approach to the manage-
ment of th e entire Great Salt Lake system. The basic consideration 
of the study was the development of a framework of computer models 
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with the capability of analyzing and predicting the consequence of 
various development or management alternative s. Such a frame-
work of models would aid the decision making process by providing 
a means of developing a management strategy for allocating the 
resources of the region so as to provide for the optimal enhance-
ment of environmental quality, economic development, and the 
social well being within the region. 
The overall objective of the Great Salt Lake project can be 
broken into subobjectives as follows : 
l. To examine the societal, environm.ental, economic, and 
other activities relating to the Great Salt Lake system, such as oil 
well-drilling, extraction of minerals from the lake, and the con-
struction of physical structures in the lake. 
2. To examine the positive and neg a tive impacts (societal, 
environmental, and economic) of various commercial and economic 
activities, such as land use (includ ing urbanization) and structural 
developments within the tributary basins to the lake. 
3. T o examine the positive and negative impacts (societal, 
environmental, economic, and other s) of v arious exogenous (from 
outsid e the region) inputs and constraints, s uch as : 
a. Federal de ci sions which affect environmental quality, 
appropriation of funds, and changing use priorities. 
b. Economic development outside the region. 
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c. Advances and changes in science a nd technology, such 
as improvements in mineral extracti on processes and shifts 
in demands upon particular resources. 
4. To develop a comprehensive planning framework for the 
development of the Great Salt Lake and its immediate environment. 
This framework will provide productive assessments of alternatives 
helpful in the de ci sion making process. 
At the time the project was initiated, the entire project was 
divided into three separate phases as outlined in Figure 2. l. Phase 
I was involved with defining the problem and the scope of activities 
for the subsequent model development phase {Phase II) and the 
model operation and application phase {Phase III). Depending upon 
the ultimate stage of model development, various aspects of Phases 
II and III could be continued for an extended period of time with 
considerable overlapping. 
Summary of Phase I 
The completion of Phase I resulted in a r eport {Riley et al., 
1975) which basically outlines a manag e ment f ramework for the 
Great Salt Lake system. The specific accomplishments of Phase 
can be summarized as follows: 
l. The identification and evaluation of the previous studies, 
data, and other information pert aining to the lake system. 
I--PHASE I PHASE .II---------___,~_. PHASE m---J 
USU Hydrologjc &. Quality 1-Models- Watershed Area 
r-
University of Utah lake Salinity ~ 
Studies 
USGS Hydrologi c Lake Model l-
USGS Causeway Model 1-
f-







Other lnfonnation Available 1--
Currentl;r:: Available 
I '"'I 
USU Hydrologk & 
Quality Models of -the Watershed Sub-
system 
USU H.igh Resolurion 
(Space) Model of the -take Subsystem 
Ac.rivities Associated 




system Models of 
Various Socie tal 
Components 
Continuation of 
Data Collec tion and 




Furthe r Model lkvel· 
opmer.t . Testing and 
Improvement 
Continua tion of Data 
Collection and Evaluation 
Activities 
lndtfini re Time 
Figure 2 . 1. Schedule of phas e s i n the project to d evelop a management mode l 
o f the Great Salt Lake water resourc e sys t em (Riley e t a l , 1975) . 
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2. The identification of the following: 
a. The major present or potential societal uses associated 
with the lake system. 
b . Means by which the physical system might be modi-
fied to implement these societal uses within the environmental 
constraints. 
c. Potential problems or impacts which might occur as a 
result of the modifications suggested under 2(b) above. 
3. The identification of a procedure for estimating the rela-
tive magnitudes of the impacts identified under 2(c) above. 
4. The identification of general information needs, model 
structure, and steps for the model development processes of Phase 
II. 
An important objective of Phase I was the development of a pro-
cedure to define the management problems and objectives involving 
the Great Salt Lake system. Without this essential step, a meaning-
ful and effective management strategy obviously could not be formu-
lated and implemented. 
A system is managed in order to accommodate specific goals 
and objectives which are identified with particular social uses. For 
the Great Salt Lake system the major social uses are: 
I. Recreation and tourism 
2. Mineral extraction 
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3. Tran s po rtation 
4. Brine shrimp harvesting 
5 . Oil drilling 
6 . Fresh water supply 
The se major social uses were used in preparing a chart (Table 
2. 1) which illustrates how problems associated with possible us es of 
the resources of the system can be identified. Table 2. 1 lis ts some 
of the desirabl e system c haracte ri stics for each us e and the methods 
or system modifications by which th ese characteri s ti cs might be 
achieved . Table 2. 1 further identifies problem areas which might 
result from modifying the system and the social use area the se 
modifications affect. 
Table 2. 2 contains a matrix which is used to assign relative 
magnitude and importance t o each of the areas of impact listed in 
the fourth column of Table 2. 1. The information which ensues 
from Table 2 . 2 aids the development of a management model by 
defining c riti cal areas of potential impacts. In this way, insight 
is increased con cerning the kinds of problems which the manag ement 
model s h ould be designed to so lve. 
The long range goal of devel oping a comprehensi ve manage-
ment model of the lake sys t em requires a model which is s uffi cie ntly 
broad in scope t o consider the entir e lake system, a nd w h ich al so 
has a d equate resolution in t e rms of b oth th e time and spac e dime n-
Table 2. l. Identification of problems associated with possible uses of Great 
Salt Lake (Riley et al, 1975). 
Possible Uses 
Re.:reation and Tourism 
Desirable Svstem Ot:.racte risti c 
Rei~led to Uses 
Srab]o;> W:ner L.:vC"l 
Some ~tethods of .\ch~\·ing 
Desir::able Sn tem 
Charac teri-stics 
Dike Construction m the Gre:.Jt 
S:tlt Lake 
Some Possible Problem Areas 
Influenced by Implementation 
of Methods ! Impact Arnst 
Some Sm'ial U~ Areas 
Affected by Problems 
- ~---~- -·-. --------------. 
\ lti.'ra iion of CH~·ulatllll\ P;ttll' rni Min<.' raJ b:tr;.;~·tiun l11dustr~ Re.:-
Ph-,.,-l.:ll-Barrkrlo- Frec ;\C,:ffitO ___ ~::~~,"'~,c;u~n-----· 
~a.!iL_ Water T ransportau~n 
\laint.·n:~nc.: .~r oi~s------RC.:~;-o~~~~ :Uhf rou r~-----
Ait<· r:lti-,m ,,(ih,·- Bi,:iu'gk.";fflabtlat Wilul17C·---·---- -----
Brin)l Sh rimp lbr•..-stin)! 
Ro.:<·re ation 
lonst ru..:iiOriO'fWLli~- - - fToWill!! ,,i n-;;\~lul'~Jl:IO-Us .. - -- R,·..-n:::\~:ti0il 
Swrag<> Reservoirs Agn~ul1ur~ 
Alh:ration ,, f Biuh~k·at ll:!hitat 
Jndustn 
T! an~urtat!._<'" _ 
WilJhle 
Transb3Sin Diversiuns ~-- -- lfl,~mpi:-J-IA·~::-n.:s· rh;rin~ 
R<'<'l<'at ion 
- ReCr.:::atiun -
low rJ,w: l~en..xls 
WeatherMI)(titk;~~-n --~ --:-\~t.:~u~;;~i~l~;f Jl~--
c~;;t;-olrro~:dur ... s;lO,Surfi.::icn-,i;' -




Fresh Water B~dies for Water Dlkc l onstroctJ.on m ----------(Same·,-, ""u,-.,.-, -;-Li:-st-<d:-;U.,':"-'~·:;<.";1~~:: \\'~t..-r L<'\·el) 
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Table 2. 2 . Information matrix for assessment of environment im-
pacts on the water resource system of the Great Salt 
Lake (modified from Leopold, et al., 1971) . 
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sions t o realistically r e present the system. The deve lopment of a 
comprehensive model of a system such as the Great Salt Lake 
system is a ciifficult and l e ngthy process . For this r eason, the 
problem is bei ng approached by decomposing the total system into 
a number of subsystems a nd co nsideri ng the subsystems as being 
organi ze d in t e rms of hierarchies o r levels, as shown by Figure 
2. 2. This procedure permits the separ ate identification and sub-
sequent de velopment of model s for the various components of the 
total system. In thi s process, model resolutions might be varied 
from o ne component subsyst~m to another, d ependi ng upon the re-
quirement s of the ove rall model and the availabl e k nowledge of each 
particular subsystem. The 'hierarchical-multilevel s tructure shown 
by Figure 2. 2 i s a chieved thr ough the combination of the models of 
the several subsys tem s whi ch become submodels in the hierarchical 
structure. 
Two layers a r e recognized in the hierarchical structures 
(Haimes, 1973) namely, an information laye r (firs t layer) and a 
prediction and optimizing layer (s econd l a yer). The first layer 
submodels are used to represent the various physi cal aspects of the 
system. The second layer is composed of two l evels: societal and 
economic goals and con siderations (first l evel); and political and 
decisi on - making considerations (second level). The fi rst le vel of the 
second layer i n the hierarchy consists of submodels which consider 
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the soc ietal and economic goals of the six earli er named social 
uses of t he lake system. Each of the social uses mus t be quantit a -
tive ly a nalyzed with respe c t t o its b enefits a nd utiliti es, cost to the 
public a nd e nvi ronment, and its impact on hydro logical, limno log -
ical, and ecologic a l aspe ct s of the lake and it s basi n . 
In particular , a ll the information needed fo r analyzing and 
e valuating the trade-offs among all the social uses is provided a t 
this level of the hierarchy. The trade - off analysis is conducted at 
the second l evel of the second l a yer by mean s of the Surrogate 
Worth Trade -Off Method (SW T) (Haime s and Hall, 19 74). A major 
featur e of th e SWT method is its capability t o quantitatively and 
systemati c ally evaluate non -commensurable multiobjective functions 
in ter ms unde r s tood and acceptable t o the decision m aker. 
Modeling the Physical Syst em 
As indicated in Figure 2. 2, the physical system i s d ivided 
into three separate subsystems , nam ely, the lake wate r s h ed , the 
n ear shor e area, a nd the l ake i t self. A management model of the 
Great Sa lt Lake system is necess a rily ba sed on the r e alistic and 
adequate representation of the se physi cal subsystems. 
The lake watershed is compo sed prima rily of the drainage 
basins of th e Jordan, Weber, a nd B ear Rivers . Under previous Utah 
Water R esearch Laborato r y (UWRL) projects, hydrologic m od e l s 
of th ese thr ee basi ns have a lr e ady been deve l o p ed flsrae l sen e t a l., 
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1968; Hill et al., 1970; and Wang et al., 1973). In a subsequent 
study, the salinity dimension was added to the Bear River model 
(Hill et al., 1973) . Two recent projects at the UWRL have pro-
duced multi -dimensional hydrologic -quality simulation models for 
portions of the three river drainage basins (Grenney et al., 1974). 
Thes e models co ver the Weber -Ogden system from Park City and 
Kamas to Great Salt Lake, the Jordan Rive r from the Jordan Nar-
rows to Great Salt Lake, and the Bear River from the Utah-Idaho 
border to Great Salt Lake. 
The near shore area is included in th e decomposition of the 
physical system to represent the transition zone between the water-
shed and lake. At this point it is anticipated, depending on circum-
stances, that this transition zone can be included in the submodels 
of the other two spatial units. For example, Willard Bay Reservoir 
might be contained in the watershed submodel, while the effects of 
the mineral extraction industries might be included in the lake sub-
model. 
Great Salt Lake has not been modeled to the same e xtent as 
the lake watershed. However, the United States Geological Survey 
(USGS) ha s developed a water and salinity balance model of the lake 
system. Initial wo r k by the USGS resulted in the development of 
equations which predict the flow of brine through the railroad cause-
way which separates the north and south arms of the lake (Waddell 
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and Balke, 1973). These flow equations were included in the USGS 
water and salinity balance model of the lake. The USGS model 
basically treats the two arms of the lake as completely mixed units 
interfaced at the causeway. The model accounts for the inflow and 
outflow (evaporation) of water to the lake system and the exchange 
of brine between the two arms of the lake via the causeway. 
Significantly lacking, however, is a model with the capability 
to predict the distribution of water quality constitu ents within the 
l ake. The purpose of this study is to fill this gap by developing a 
model of the water quality component of the lake with the ability to 
predict the spatial distribution of quality constituents . 
The following factors were considered in choosing a technique 
and formulating the capabilities of the model. 
l. The model should allow vertical and horizontal stratifica-
tion to be investigated, which is not possible if complete mixing is 
assumed. 
2. The model should have a spatial and temporal resolution 
necessary for a management model. 
3 . The model should be relatively inexpensive to operate in 
terms of computer time. 
4. The model should be compatible with existing models and 
available data. 
Based on the above conside rations and the needs of the manage-
ment model, it was determined that the model should have the capa-
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bility to predict the long term (seasonal) trends of the distribution 
of water quality constituents within the lake. This allowed the model 
to be relatively inexpensive in computer time, but still allowed suf-
ficient resolution (acc uracy) for the model to be a useful management 
tool. 
Several basic assumptions were made in formulating the model 
for Great Salt Lake : 
1. The model would be developed for studying the l ong term 
trends of quality constituent distribution given: 
a. A fixed lake surface e le vation. 
b . A fixed elevation of the pycnocline. 
2. Initial emphasis would be placed on modeling the complex 
south arm of the lake. 
3. Current (velocity) patterns within the lake would be input 
to the model based on observed data. 
4. The inflows and current patterns would be averaged over 
the season of interest. 
The above assumptions do not restrict the model to simulating 
any particular time period. Since the model was formulated as a 
time varying model it can be applied to any time period for which 
constant lake conditions provide the us e r with s ufficiently accurate 
info rmation for his particular needs. The assumption of a constant 
lake elevation, constant inflow, and constant circulation pattern 
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during the s i m ula tion period were made so that the complexity of 
the mod e l could be r e du ced by taking advan t age of the natural 
seasonal var i ati o ns in lake conditions. 
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CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Background of the Advection-Diffusion Equation 
The distribution of a water quality constituent within a natural 
water body is dependent on the processes which transport the consti-
tuent through the system and the processes within the system which 
concentrate or dilute the constituent. The three-dimensional ad-
vection-diffusion equation, alternatively the conservation of mass 
equation, which describes the distribution of a constituent in turbu-
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time 
~s summation of sources and sinks of C 
The transport terms of Equation 3. l repres ent the advective 
and diffusive processes in the three spatial dimensions. The terms 
. ac 
of the first line of Equation 3. l, with the excephon of at, repre-
sent the transport of the constituent by turbul ent or eddy diffusion. 
The second line of Equation 3 . l contain s the advective mass trans-
port terms which are associated with the fluid flow velocities . The 
summation of sources and sinks term encompasses all the non-
transport terms which either increase (source) or decrease (sink) 
the constituent concentration. The source and sink processes may 
be biological, physical, or chemical in nature . 
The eddy diffusivities which appear in the transport term s o f 
Equation 3 . l arise from the random processes associated with th e 
turbulent flow of a fluid (a detailed discussion is given in Ippen 
(1966)] . By ana logy with Fick's law of diffusion, it is assumed that 
the mass flux is proportional to the concentration gradient. Thus, 





h h dd d . · · d ac · h d. £ w ere ex is t e e y lffus1v1ty an ox 1s t e spatial gra 1ent o 
C in the x - direction. Similar terms exist for the y - and z -
directions . 
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Equation 3. 1 represents th e fundamental equation governing 
the distribution of a water quality cons t ituent within a natural water 
body . The form of equation 3 . 1 is actually a simpl ification of the 
general advection-diffusion equation, in that molecular diffusion has 
been eliminated due to the empirical fact that in most natur a l sy-
stems the transport by molecular diffusion is much smaller than 
by turbulent diffusion. This simplification still result s in a form 
of the advection-diffusion equation which is generally ins o l vable 
wi th existing a nalytical mathematica l techniques. The complexity 
of Equation 3 . 1 can be simplified by reducing its effective dimen-
sionali ty. 
In many shallow lakes a nd estuaries th e vertic al variation in 
constitu ent is sma ll compared to the variation in the horizontal 
dimension. For such systems, the ve rti cal dimension can be 
e li minated in Equat i on 3 . 1 without significant lo sses in the ac c urate 
prediction of the distribution of constituent concentrati ons. The 
v ertical dimension is e liminated by integrating Equation 3 . 1 from 
the bottom t o surface of th e water body . The vertically integrate d 
advection-diffusion equation is 
a co 
at 
- a c _L ,, os 
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The tur bul e nt diffusivities, e and e , are r edefined as ef-
x y 
fec tive diffusivities, E and E . The effective d iffusivities differ 
X y 
from the turbulent diffusiviti es in that, in addition t o representing 
the diffusive effect s of turbulent ve l ocity fluctuations, they also 
represent all other random diffusive processes resulting from 
sources such as ve rtical shea r in the current and wind induced 
mixing . 
The advection-diffusion equati on can alternative ly be expr e ssed 
as the mass transport equati o n . This form of the equation is more 
co nvenient for certain numerical solutio n techniques. The three-
climensiona l mass tr a n sport equation is 
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+ ESV (3. 3) 
in which M is mass of constituent in the volume element, V, and 
Ax' Ay, and Az' are the cross-sectional areas in the x -, y -, and 
z - coordinate directions respectively. All other terms are pre-
viously defined. As with Equation 3. 1, the effective dimensionality 
of Equation 3 . 3 can be reduced through integration. 
Application of the Advection-Diffusion E quation 
The application of the advection-diffusion equation to the study 
of the distribution of water quality constituents within natural sy-
stems has resulted in the development of a number of mathematical 
modeling techniques. A review of the procedures which actually 
have been applied to the study of natural systems resulted in the 
identification of three modeling techniques, which were developed 
to study the San Francisco Bay-Delta, Galveston Bay and Jamaica 
Bay. These techniques have been applied only to systems which can 
be considered vertically well mixed and thus are represented spatial-
ly as two-dimensional. 
San Francisco Bay-Delta Model 
The San Francisco Bay-Delta model (Feigner and Harris, 1970) 
was developed in connection with a comprehensive study of the system 
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formed by San Francisco Bay and the delta at the confluence of the 
Sacremento and San Joaquin Rivers . The numerical hydraulic-water 
quality model for this system was developed principally by Water Re-
sourc es Engineers, Inc., (WRE) under cont ract fr om the Federal 
Water Quality Administration. The model was structured con-
ceptually to represent the two horizontal spatial dimensions and is 
applicable to systems which are well mixed vertica lly. 
The unique approach used in the Bay-Delta model was that of 
representing the system as a network of volumetric units or nodes 
connected by flow channels or links. This link-nod e technique 
allows a two-dimensional system to be tr eated mathematically as 
one-dimensional. In th e Bay-Delta model, the quality constituents 
were associated with each node and were assumed to be evenly 
distributed through the node's vo lume. The surfa ce area of each 
node was formed by the perpendic ular bisectors of the associated 
links . The function of the links was the transport of quality con-
stituents between nodes. Each link was assumed to have the prop-
erties of a broad open channel ; length, depth, width, and ve l ocity. 
Figure 3. I illustrates how a link -node n etwork is used to repres e nt 
o n e- and two -dime nsional com ponents of a system and id e ntifies 
the important components of th e network. 
WRE emp loyed an advection -diffusion equation based on a form 




Figure 3. l. Typica l link a n d channel e lements. 
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tion of the system. In the link-node system, provision was made 
for a variable number of channels to ent er and leave a node. This 
provision is reflected in the advection-diffusion equation used in the 
Bay-Delta mode l : 
n n 
8(VC)j = -2:: 
at (QC)i -t 2:: 
i= l 
. (3. 4) 

















mass of quality cons tituent carried in nod e 
algebraic sum of advective mass transport 
rates for links i connected to node 
flow in link i 
concentration of quality constituent in link i 
alg e braic sum of diffusiona l mass transport 
rates for links connected to node 
length of link i 
cross-sectional area of link i 
effective diffusi on coefficient for lin k i 
sour ce and/or sinks of mass in nod e j 
The v ersatility of the modeling technique is evident from the 
fact that it has been successfully app li ed t o other systems, including 
Lake Washington, San Diego Bay, and the Columbia River . 
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The Galveston Bay Model 
The Galveston Bay project was undertaken by the Texas Water 
Quality Board in order to produce a practical and detailied under-
standing of Galveston Bay upon which alternative plans of water quality 
management for the system cou ld be evaluated. The responsibility for 
development of mathematical mode ls for the project was delegated to 
TRACOR, a consulting firm from Austin, Texas. The mathematical 
models developed by TRACOR (Es pey, et a l, 1971) included both a 
hydraulic model, which describes hydrodynamics interactions in the 
bay, and the wate r quality models. Both time dependent and steady 
state models for various water quality parameters were developed, 
including temperature, salinity, biochemical oxygen demand, and 
dissolved oxygen. 
Galveston Bay is typical of many of the estuarie s along the 
Gulf Coast in that the bay is shallow with an average depth of e i ght 
feet with, in gene ral, negligible vertical variation of constituent 
concentration . Due to the vertica lly well mixed nature of Galves-
ton Bay, TRACOR ba sed the development of the computerized 
mathematical model o f the distribution of water quality constituents 
within the bay on th e vcrti~ally averaged conservation of mass 
equation, which is r es tated her e as 
iJC 
at ax 
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ac v ac 





All terms in Equation 3. 5 are prev ious l y defined (s ee Equations 
3 . 1, 3 . 2, and 3 . 3 ). The vertically ave raged continuity e quation 
formed the basis for nearly a ll the water quality mod e l s deve l oped 
for the Ga lves t on Bay system. 
The model was appli ed by superpo sition of a computational 
g rid upon Ga lveston Bay. The grid wa s comp o sed of a system of 
square ce lls, with th e ce ll dimension d esigne d for the required 
spatia l r e s o lution. Unlike the Bay -Delta model, the cell s were 
tr e ated a s both flow and volume e lements. The gr i d n e tw ork and 
ce ll paramete rs ar e illustrated in Figure 3 . 2. 
F l exibility in adapting the grid to the sys tem was provided 
by the us e of a "flag fi e l d. " The fla g fi e ld was s i mply a codin g 
procedure which controlled the t ype of computati on that was per-
formed at each g rid point and was us ed to prevent flow and t he 
transport of qualit y constitue nts across impe rmeable boundaries 
or into the land areas surrounding the bay. 
In the finite difference solutio n of Equation 3 . 5 , C, u, v, and 
S were take n as being at th e center of eac h ce ll and Ex a nd Ey 
were defined at the wa ll s , as illustrated in Figure 3. 2. Several 
differencing techniques have bee n employed in the computer 
solution o f Equation 3 . 3. 
The Gal ves t o n Bay mode l has b ee n s ucces sfully applied t o 
oth er Gulf Coast estuaries including San Antonio B ay a nd Matagorda 
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.Fi g ur e 3 . 2 . Pa r ameter d e fini t ion for the fi nite-difference 
representation of the Galve ston Bay system 
(Espey, e t a l, 1971). 
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Bay. The m odeling t echnique provides a useful m e thod for studies 
involving the management of sha llow ve rtically well mixed estuar i es 
subject to salt water intrus i on. 
The Jamai ca Bay Model 
J. J. L eend e rts e (1970) and later J. J. Le e ndertse and E. C. 
Gritt on ( 19 71, 1971) devel oped a wat er quality simulation model which 
a llowed the investigation of the e ffects of various management a lterna-
tives involving fluid waste di scharge into well mixed estuaries and 
coastal seas . The original model deve l opment was sponsored by the 
Rand Corporation. Subsequent refinement of the model and appli ca-
tion of th e mod e l to the s tudy of Jamaica Bay, Long Island, New York 
was p e rformed by Rand unde r contract w ith the City of New York. 
A unique feature of the model was that the hydrodynamics and 
water quality segment s of the mode l were incorporated directly 
into a singl e simul a tion model. The quality segment of the mode l 
was based o n the mass balance equation for two-dimensional trans-
port of quality consti tue nts in a ver tically well mixed system and is 
g ive n as 
DP 
d HD l-
____ j'_'_;L __ - liS/\ 
il y 
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H h + ~. the sum of the water level elevation, ~. 
relative to the reference plane and the distance, 
h, fr om the reference plane to the bottom of the 
lake. 
source function 
0 a n d 0 
X y 
dispersio n coeffi cients 
The variables U and V are vertically averaged fluid velocity 
components and P is the vertically averaged quality constituent 





p A ..:: mass density of substance, A 
(3 . 7) 
Equation 3. 0 was expanded in the Jamai ca Bay study to represent 
a vector of quality cons titue nts composed of salinity, dissolved 
oxygen, biochemical oxygen demand, and coliform bacteria. The 
distribution of thes e constitue nts was computed simultaneously. 
Thus, the quality segment of the simulation model has the capability 
of predicting lhe distribution of both conservative and non-con-
scrvativc· quality con:-;tituen l s. 
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The physical system was repres ented in the Rand model as a 
two-dimensional g rid, similar in certain respects to the g rid 
employed in the Galveston Bay study. B oth the hydrodynamic 
and quality compone nts of the model were formulate d on the same 
grid system which is illustrated in Figur e 3. 3 . The se t of quality 
e quations r e prese nted by Equa tion 3. 6 was solved in finit e diffe r-
ence form by an alternating dire ction implic it-explicit technique 
writte n in a staggered scheme over the g rid s pace . The simula -
tion model is gene ral in nature and could prove useful in the study 
of other ve rtica lly well mixed es tuaries and coas tal seas. 
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THE GREAT SALT LAKE PHYSICAL SYSTEM 
The review and evaluation of previous studies and available 
data for a water resource system is an important step in unde r-
standing the sys t e m. Va rious studies and data collection projects 
have been undertaken which describe aspects of the physical com -
ponents of Great Salt Lake. During this study, these previous 
investigations of the lake provided much of the necessary insight 
and data required for formulating and testing the water quality 
distribution model of the lake. 
Description of Great Salt Lake 
Great Salt Lake (Figure 4. l) is the largest salt water la ke in 
the United States. The lake lies at the bottom of a closed basin 
and is fed principally by flow from the Bear, Weber, and Jordan 
Rivers. Because it is a terminal lake, the only outflow from the 
lake is by evaporation. At a surface elevation o f 4, 200 feet the 
lake has a surface area of approximately l, 600 square miles and 
an average depth of 13 to 16 feet. 
The natural features of the lake have be en significantly affected 











Figure 4. l. Map of Great Salt Lake . 
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evap oration p o n ds to facilitate the recover y o f mine rals from the 
lak e brine ha s a lte r ed th e natural surfa ce ar e a of the lake . Other 
causeways h ave alter e d the natural lake circulation patte rns and 
induced l oca l c hanges in salinity l eve l s. For exampl e , previ ous 
e ffort s at cons truc ting a causeway from the mainland to a state 
par k on the n o rth e nd of Antelope Island have indicated that a 
permanent structure will impound the inflow from the Jordan 
R i ve r. This situation will cause a dilution of the brine in Farming -
ton Bay whi ch may create a fr esh water e nvironment in the bay 
(Utah Division of Water Resources, 1974 ). 
A semi -permeabl e , roc k-fill railroad causeway was compl e t ed 
across the lake in 1959 by the Southe rn Pacific Railroad Company. 
As a r es ult the lake was divid ed into two arms with the south arm 
cont a inin g approximately twice the volume of the north arm. The 
causeway has altered the con centra ti on of brine within the l ake and 
c han ged the hydro l ogy of the lake. 
Since the compl eti o n o f the r a ilroad causeway , the north arm 
has conta ined a well mixe d con centrated brine. South of the cause -
wa y the lake is ve rtically s tratified with a relati vely dilute brine 
ove rlyin g a more concentrate d brine. The l ower brin e r eprese nts 
about 10 p e r cent of th e t o tal volume of the south arm. 
A positi ve consequ e n ce of the alternations caused by the con-
struction of the railroad caus e way has been a renewed inte rest in 
4 6 
proper management of the entir e la ke system. This ha s l ea d to 
data collection programs and r esearch aimed at understanding 
the var i ous components of the physical lake system. 
Lake Hydrology 
Data on the elevation of the surface o f Great Salt La ke has been 
ga th e r ed since 1951. The historic fluc tuatio n of t he surface e l e -
vati on of the lake is gi ven in Figure 4. 2. The lake has varied 
from a high of 4 , 211.5 feet in 18 73 to a l ow of 4, 191. 6 feet in 1963 . 
Other hydrologic data related t o the lake are not as well 
documented as the va riation of th e surface e levation. Several 
inves ti ga t o rs have p e rformed water bud ge t analyses of the l ake in 
order to es tabli s h the magnitude of the various inflows and the 
outflow s . Steed (1972) performed a monthly wa t e r budget a n a l ysis 
on th e la ke f o r the 1944 - 70 water years. The study was unde r-
taken t o provide a sound hydro l ogic backgr ound of the lake by 
ide ntifying the t e rms which compris e the water bud ge t, nam e l y: 
surfac e inflow, g roundwate r inflow, precipitation input, a nd the 
outflow by evapo ration. Steed was abl e to obtain an excellent yea rly 
water budget for the lake , but the monthly budgets were subject 
to wider fluc tua t-i o n s . Average annual inflows to the lake for thi s 
period were f ound to be I, 751> , 000 a c r e -feet of s urfac e inflow, 
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of precipitation. The mean annual outflow b y evapo transpiration 
was f oun d to be 2, 644 , 000 acre -fee t. 
Under present lake co nditions the south a rm r eceives 95 
percent of th e surface inflow to the lake, while the major inflow 
to the n o rth arm is brine from the south arm. This inflow patt e rn 
has created a head difference across th e causeway , with the south 
arm elevation being great e r than the north arm. 
Hahl and Handy (1969), Madison ( 1970), a nd Whelan (1972) 
all reported a n e t moveme nt of salt from t he south t o the north arm 
of the lake since th e comple tio n of tbe causeway. Since 1963 the 
south arm has freshened while the n orth arm has remained at a 
concentration at O!' n ear sa lt saturation. This n e t movement of 
salt northwa rd has resulted in th e comp lete disso lving of a salt 
crust which was k nown t o exis t on the bottom of the south a rm in 
19 63 . During th e summer of 1969, Hedberg ( 1970) sampled the 
remaining salt c ru st o n the bottom of the south arm a nd estima t ed 
that it contained 100 million tons of essentia lly pure ha lit e. By 1972 , 
measureme nt s indicated tha t the salt crust had d i ssol ved (Whelan, 
1973). The di sso lving o f the salt cr u st in the south arm was ac-
companied by a n inc r ease of th e salt crust on the bottom of th e 
north a rm. Co r es taken from the salt crust in the north a rm in 
1970 and 19 7 2 showed that up to five feet of salt had accumu la ted 
(Goodwin, 1973). The rapid rise of the lake after 1970 caused a 
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slight dissolving of the layer. Whelan (1973) estimates that about 
2 million metric tons of salt re-dissolved in the north arm during 
the period from 1970 to 1972. 
The reduced concentration of the south arm brine resulted 
from the causeway flow conditions. As early as 1963 (Hahl and 
Handy, 1969) it was observed that brine flows northward through 
the upper portion of the causeway fill and culverts due to the head 
difference between the two arms, and that a more concentrated 
brine flows southward through the lower portion of the causeway 
due to the density difference. 
During 1970-72, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in cooper-
ation with the Utah Geological and Mineral Survey (UGMS) carried 
out an investigation to establish (l) the net movement of dissolved 
solids load through the causeway for the 1971 and 1972 water years, 
(2) salt load movement through the causeway for simulated rising 
and falling lake stages, and (3) the effects on salt movement patterns 
of enlarging the present culverts thro ugh the causeway. Flow 
through the causeway presently occurs through the semi-permeable 
fill and two 15 foot wide concrete culverts which breach the cause-
way. The results of the USGS study are reported in Waddell and 
Boike (1973), A major contribution of this study was the develop-
ment of a procedure for predi c ting the flow of salt through the 
culverts and fill for various head and density differences across 
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the causeway. The equations were developed mainl y from regression 
analyses based on fill and culvert flow data gathered for the study. 
In order to complete the objectives of their study, Waddell 
and Balke ( 1973) included the equations of flow through the causeway 
in a preliminary water and salinity balanc e model of the lake . 
Using this model they found that the net movement of dissolved 
solids load through the causeway reversed under various rates of 
rising or falling lake stage. These simulated results are supported 
by their analysis of data which indicated that the salt balance between 
the two parts of the lake was near equilibrium for the 1972 water 
year. 
The USGS subsequently has refined the water balance portion 
of the model (Kidd Waddell, 1974). The present USGS water and 
salt balance model treat s the two arms of the lake as completely 
mixed units. The model was developed under the assumptions that 
the deep layer of brine in th e south arm contains a constant dis-
solved solids load and that the north-to- south flow is about the same 
as the rate of diffusion or mixing betwe e n the layers of brine in the 
south arm. Thus, all changes of concentration in the south arm 
were assumed to occur within the upper layer. The USGS model 
has been tested and verified. These tests have demonstrated the 
capability of the model to simulate the response of the lake to 
various inflow condi tion s . To date, th e USGS model has been used 
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mainly to investigate the feasibility of diking portions of the lake 
to form freshwater storage areas. 
Water Quality Aspects 
The UGMS has had an ongoing program of sampling the brine 
and determining its ionic composition since 1963 . Figure 4 . 3 
shows the sampling stations presently used by the UGMS. The 
UGMS sampled on a monthly basis until 1973 when sampling was 
reduced to four times yearly. Presently when a station is sampled, 
samples are taken at the surface and at each five foot interval to 
the bottom. For the purpose of this study, a complete set of data 
giving the tota l dissolved solids concentration on an ionic composi-
tion basis was obtained from the open files of the UGMS. 
Two reports have been published by the UGMS which analyze 
the chemical and physical variation of the brine (Hahl and Handy, 
1969 and Whelan, 1973). The study by Hahl and Handy was the 
first major effo rt designed to study the spatial and temporal varia-
tions in the brine characteristics of the lake. Based on data 
gathered from 1963 to 1966 , Hahl a n d Handy identified four types 
of brine in th e lake by loc a ti on, concentratio n of tota l disso l ved 
solids, and concentration of spec ific ions. The north arm was 
characterized by a typical saturated brine . The brine in the south 
arm was divided into thre e categories, namely; (I) a zone from the 
surface to a depth of about 16 feet, (2) a zone below 16 feet south 
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Figure 4, 3 . UGMS bdne samplin g sites within Great Salt Lake. 
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o f the causeway, and (3) a zone bel ow 16 feet in the south end of 
the lake . The various brine zones are illustrated in Figure 4. 4 , 
The upper zone of the south arm was found to be the most dilute 
of any brine in the lake. The two deep brines of the south arm 
(zones 2 and 3) were about the same in concentration of total dis-
solved solids but var i ed in concentration with respect to certain 
specific ions . However, the averaging concentration of total dis-
solved solid s in these two zones of the south arm deep brine was 
found to be less than that of the no rth arm brine . 
Whelan ( 1973) performed a similar ana lysis of the brine 
characteristics for data gathered fro m 1966 to 1972, and identified 
three major brine types in the lake; ( l) a brine near saturation in 
the north arm, (2) a relatively less concentrated brine occupying 
the upper portion of the south arm, and (3) a dense brine occupying 
th e deeper portion of the south arm and originating from return 
flo w through the caseway. Wh e lan attributed the fourth brine type 
identified by Hahl and Handy to alterations of the ionic composition 
of the brine due to dissolving of the salt crust in the south arm . 
Whelan es ti ma t ed the interface betwe en the two brine layers 
in the south arm t o be 20 feet below the lake surface. He suggested 
that th e interface remains fixed at this depth below the surface, and 
tha t th e vo lu me of the lower brine layer increases as the lake 
elevation rises. This a ssumption does not entirely s upport the 
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findings of Hahl and Handy (1969) whi ch establish the average inter-
face de pth at 16 fee t below the lake surface. An a lternate conclu -
sion is that the interface is fixed at a parti cu lar e l evation. With 
ver tical sampling of the lake at only five foot intervals the exact 
location of the interface i s difficult to establish. The UGMS could 
help resolve the question of whethe r the interface fluc tuates with 
changes in surface elevation of the lake by expanding data collection 
to include close interval sampling near the location of the interface. 
Prior to the construction of the causeway, the concentration of 
the brine in the lake was directly r e lated to the lake stage (Glassett, 
1974). As shown in Figure 4 . 5 the lake brine was diluted during 
periods of increasing lake stage. Dilution sti ll plays an important 
role in the brine concentration for both arms of the lake . The 
rapid rise of the lake after 1970 reduced the mean concentration of 
both the north and sou th arms . 
Waddell and Ba l ke (1973) concluded that the net movement of 
dissolved solids l oad through the causeway was effected by the rate 
of rise and fall of the lake stage . Depending on the conditions, the 
net movement could be either to the north o r south arm of the lake 
and, thus, the current tr end of the lake to freshen is reversible. 
The theory is supported by the near equilibrium exchange of dis-
sol ved solids load through the causeway which occurred under 1972 
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performed an analysis of the trends in brine concentration in the 
upper south a rm brine layer and concluded that the south arm brine 
had not r eached equilibrium and will continue to become more 
dilute each year . He recogni zed that predicting future salinit y 
trends in th e south arm coul d be improved if informati o n on the 
d iffu sion of dissolved solids be t ween the south a r m brine laye r s 
was available . 
C urr e ntly there is n o sys temati c gath e ring of water quality 
dat a wi thin the l ake except for total dissolved solid s and its ionic 
compone nt s . A few short t e rm data co llection projects are r epor t ed 
in the literature which wer e concerned mainly with obtaining in-
formation on other parameters o f th e l ake . Lin e t al, (1972) re-
ported on detailed ver t ical profiles of t emperature, dissolved 
oxygen, co nductivity, and pH values measured at l 7 south arm 
s t a t ions dur ing th e s ummer of 1972. This was th e first detailed 
study of the ve rtic al variati on of th ese parameters. The authors 
reported typical values of dissolved oxygen for the upper brine 
layer as 3 . 5 ppm to l. 5 ppm a nd "invariab ly" zero for the lower 
brine layer . 
Three studies have been directed t oward gathering data on the 
distribution of coliform bacteria in the Farmington Bay or Antelope 
Island Estuary. Before th e construction of the Ant elope Island 
causeway , Sud weeks ( 1965) investigated t he bacterial contamination. 
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A student oriented study by University of Utah (Carter, 1971) and an 
investigation by Meide and Nicholes ( 1972) also examined the degree 
of bacterial contamination in the estuary . 
The water quality constituents of the thr ee major lake inflow-
ing streams (Bear, Weber, and Jordan Rivers) are relatively well 
documented at stations in th e lower portions of the rivers but up-
st r eam from the lake. Figure 4. 6 i llustrates the wate r quality 
characteristics of the major influents to the lake, as summarized 
by the U tah Division of Water Resources ( 19 74 ). However, much 
of this flow subsequently pass es thr ough the marshland a rea 
around the lake and information on any alterations of the water 
quality which occurs within the marshlands is not available. 
Information also is lacking on the biological and chemical 
processes w ithin the lake and how such processes affect the con-
centration of quality constituents. Of particular importance are 
the compo n e nt s of the unique lake ecosystem and the manner in 
which the various components of the ecosystem interact with each 
other and with inorganic quality constituents. Stephens and 
Gillespie ( 1972) identified the basic components of the ecosystems 
for both the north and south arms. They also were able to identify 
the basic interactions between the components of the ecosystem. 
Th e a uth o r s express concern that the toxic effect of many sub-
stances presently inflowing to the lake may reach concentrations 
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where they effectively eliminate the flora and fauna of Great Salt 
Lake. 
Porcella and Holman ( 1972) studied the nutrients in Great 
Salt Lake and the influence of these nutrients on algae growth. The 
relation between food supply (algae) and the growth of brine shrimp 
a ls o was studied. The study results indicate the relation between 
inorganic nutrients, algae, and brine shrimp. This type of inter-
action needs to be identified for all the components of the lake's 
ecosystem. 
The ecosystem studies cited above indicate that basic infor-
mation concerning the wat er quality of the lake is beginning to be 
available. However, most of the basic interactions and biological 
processes, including growth and decay rates for organisms within 
the lake, have not yet been investigated. 
Circulation and Diffusion 
Programs to study the circulation patterns and diffusion 
within Great Salt Lake have been initiated by the Utah Division of 
Water Resources. This represents the first effort to systematically 
gather data on circulation and diffusion within the lake. Presently, 
data on general circulation patterns are availabl e from observations 
made during previous studies of the lake and field data gathered 
during the past few years. 
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Mechanisms which produce current within Great Salt Lake 
are Coriolis forces, water inflows, w ind, density gradients, and 
evaporation . In the northern hemisphere, Coriolis forces are 
known to produce counterclockwise circulation within large water 
bodies . Observed currents within Great Salt Lake indicate the 
Coriolis forces influence long term circulation patterns. Figure 
4. 7 shows the general circulation pattern in the lake inferred by 
Hahl and Handy ( 1969) from observations made during trips on the 
lake during 1965 and 19 66. This circulation pattern is supported 
by th e spits which have formed alorg the west edge of the lake. 
Hahl and Handy concluded that circulation due to Coriolis forces 
are reinforced by the tangential entry of flow from the Bear, Weber, 
and Jordan Rivers . No circulation velocitie s are reported by thi s 
reference. 
More recent observations of th e circulation patterns and 
velociti es within Great Salt Lake suggest the pattern shown in 
Figur e 4 . 8 (Walter Katzenbur ger , 1974). While there is general 
agreement between the circulation pattern shown in Figure 4. 7 and 
4 . 8 , Figure 4 . 8 shows more refinement. This is apparent at the 
south tip of the lake where a clockwise current, probably resulting 
in part from the inflow of the Goggin Drain, has been observed. 
Surface flow velocities in th e south arm under th e circulation pat-
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Figure 4. 7. Inferred directions of c urr ents in G r eat Sa lt 
Lake during October 1965 and May 1966 (Hah l 
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Figure 4. 8 . General circulation patterns within Great Salt Lake 
(Katzenburger , l ')74 ) . 
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tern of Figure 4. 8 were observed to vary from 0. 3 to l. 0 it / sec., 
depending on the season. 
Temporary interruptions of the long-term circul ation patterns 
are produced by winds. Winds produce wave action which may 
t emporarily shift or interrupt the general circulation patterns. 
Additionally, the wind produced wave action is primarily responsi-
ble for the well mixed condition of the upper layer of brine in the 
south arm (Hahl and Handy, 19 69) . 
Preliminary data related to establishing horizontal diffusion 
coefficients we r e gathered during an investigation of the lake by 
the Utah Division of Water Resources, Wildlife Resources, and 
Geological and Mineral Survey in July, 1974. The diffusi vity was 
then measured by releasing 40 plastic bottles into the lake and 
tracing their location with tim e. On the basis of this study, the 
investigators established a value of. 35m
2 
/ sec for the horizonal 
diffusion coefficient . 
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CHAPTER V 
PR INC I PLES OF THE GREAT SALT LAKE MODEL 
Model Formu lation 
The application of th e advection -diffusion equation to Great 
Salt Lake required a finite difference grid which was capable of 
representing the three special dimensions. In Chapter Ill two 
basically different grid systems were presented which have been 
used to r epresent a system in two horizontal dimensions; the 
traditional square grid network and the link-node network. Either 
method can be extended to the vertical dimension by dividing the 
vertical into a finite number of layers. 
The link-node grid network was chosen for the representation 
of Great Salt Lake du e to the following advantages: 
l. The grid network a llows the easy incorporation of islands 
and natura l and man - made barriers. 
2. The grid n e twork is fl exible in allowing a smaller grid 
network in areas of specific interest. 
The advection-diffu sion equation can be developed from either 
th e conservation of mass equation or the mass transport equation. 
For the link-node, or what shall be referred to as the channel-node, 
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grid r e pres e ntation of a sys tem it was found that the development 
o f the advection-diffusion equation based on the mass transport 
equation was more convenient for numerical solution. 
Figure 5 . 1 shows a typical node in the channe l-node grid 
network. The node results from establishing a channel-node repre-
sentation of the system in the horizontal plane and then dividing 
the vertical dimension into a finite number of horizontal layers. 
The mass transport between nodes in both the horizontal and verti-
cal dimensions occurs through connecting channels. The vertical 
node system can be v isualized as a "stack" of nodes wi th the same 
surface configuration, but variable depth, extending from the wate r 
surface to the l ake bottom. The vertical movement of quality con-
stituents between horizontal layers is restricted to the nodes 
directly above and below the layer of interest . 
The advection-diffu sion equation for a give n node in the 
chann e l-node representation of a three-dimensional system is 
given by : 
o (VC).k n n ac 
L: (QC)ik + L: (AE 81 \k at 
i = i = 1 
2 2 
(AE ~~) - .E (QC) + .E + ESjk (50 l) 












D = DIFFUSION 
Figur e 5 . l. Typical vertical nodes in channe l -node network. 
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volume of node j of layer k 
concentration of quality constituent in node 
of layer k 
sum of advected mass transport rates for 
horizontal channels i connected to node j 
of layer k 
flow in channe l i (positi ve out of node) 
concentration of quality constituent carried in 
channel i 
sum of diffusional mass transport rates for 
horizontal channel s i connected to node j of 
layer k 
leng th of channe 1 
cross sectional area of channel i 
effective diffusion coefficient of channel 
:E (QC)mk sum of advected mass transport rates for verti -
cal chann e l s m connected to node j of layer 
k 
ac 
:E (AEa;-lmk sum of diffusional mass transport rates for 
vertical c hannels m connected to node j of 
layer k 
number of horizontal channels connected to 
node j 
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sum of so urces and sinks of mass in node j of 
layer k 
time 
Equation 5 . 1 is the advection -diffusion equation which des-
cribes the three-dimensional mass transport in a system represented 
by a channel-node grid network. Only one spatial dimension is 
required to represent the horizontal dimension due to the channel-
node representation of the system. Equation 5. l is general in na-
ture and can be applied to the study of the variation of quality con-
stituents over either large or small tim e and space units. The 
spatial and t emporal averaging of the channel flows and the effective 
diffusion coefficient s direct ly influence the time and space scales 
to which Equati on 5. 1 should be applied. For example, wi th the 
proper temporal averaging of the flows and diffusion coefficients, 
Equation 5 . 1 is applicable to the study of eithe r the short term trans-
dent variation of quality constituents or the l o ng term (seasonal) 
variation . 
Figur e 5. 2 shows the variation of tota l dissolved solids with 
depth for both the south and north arms of Grea t Salt L ake . The 
north arm and the shallow portion of th e south arm of the lake show 
little variation of total dissolved so lid s with depth. However, data 
from th e deeper portions of th e south arm i ndi cated the presence of an 
interface between a vertica lly well mixed upper brine and a vertically 
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SOUTH ARM SAMPLING POINTS : 
0 An telope - Co rr ington @ 3 -16- 71 
a An telope- Ca rr ing ton ® 3- 16 - 71 (shallow bnne only) 
NORTH ARM SAMPLING POINTS : 
8 L1 l l le Volley Harbor -Gunnison L in e ® 3-29-71 
4 195 y 4194 .9 4195.4 
















4 170 9 
160 170 190 210 2 0 25 0 270 290 310 320 
T OS CONCENTRATION (g/1) 
Figu r e 5 . 2 . Ty p cia l variation of total dissolved so li ds with d e pth 
for south and north arm brines. 
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well mixed but more concentrated lower brine. This natural layering 
indicated that the lake could be represented as a two layered vertical 
network interfaced at the pycnocline with the vertical exchange of 
quality constituents occurring across the pycnocline. 
All vertical transport mechanisms were assumed to be repre-
sented by th e diffusion coefficient thus eliminating the vertical ad-
vec tion term. The elimination of the vertical advection term should 
not imply that all vertical transport is due to ver tical diffusion alone , 
but rather that, as an approximation, all vertical transport mechanisms 
are expressed in the diffusion coefficient. This assumption is sup-
ported by the lack of physical evidence of any stro ng vertical cur-
rents within the lake. 
With the lake represented as two vertical layers and the vertical 
tran sport described by diffusion alone, Equation 5. l reduces to the 
following form for application to Great Salt Lake: 
n n () c 
(AE iJ I )ik 1: (QC)ik + 1: 
i =l i=l 





. . ac 
tn w h1 ch (AE a) represents th e diffusional mass transport rate 
z vk 
across the interface. 
Due to th e exchang e of sa lt and other quality constituents be-
twee n the lake bottom and the overlying brine, it was necessary to 
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include a grid network to represent the lake bottom. The lake was 
therefore represented as three layers: 
1. A channel - node network representing the concentration above 
th e pycno cline . 
2. A c h annel- node network representing the concentration brine 
below the pycnocline. 
3. A node network representing the bottom cha racteristic s . 
With th e absence of flow in the bottom node network, the mass 
transpor t equation reduces to: 
in which 
a(CA).b 
J (5 . 3) 
mass of quality constituents associated with node 
j of the lake bottom 
area associated with node j of the lake bottom 
mass of constituent C per unit area of the lake 
bottom assoc iated with node j. 
Effective Diffusion Coefficients 
A genera l method for predicting the diffusion coefficients for 
a natura l body based on th eoretica l consideration does not presently 
exist. Rather, empirica l methods have been developed for predicting 
th e effective diffusion coefficient s . The empirical methods generally 
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contain parameters or coefficients which are based on the physical 
characteristics of the system or the measurements of the distribu-
tion of a tracer over time. Tracers used for this purpose can be 
of two types, natural or introduced . The natural tracer is a quality 
constituent naturally present in the system. Any natural constituent 
can be used as a tracer but a conservative constituent is more con-
venient due to the absence of internal sources and sinks. Tracers 
which are introduced into the system, such as dye and floating objects, 
are often chosen because they are conservative and the possiblity of 
error due to undefined sources and sinks is eliminated. 
An inherent assumption in this approach to the determination of 
the effective diffusion coefficient s is that the diffusion rates for all 
quality constituents are assumed to be of the same magnitude. This 
is a basic assumption in most models invo lving the spatial distribu-
tion o f quality constituents including the three models discussed in 
Chapter III. 
Horizontal Diffusion Coefficients 
Data gathered in July 1974 (Utah Division of Water Resources, 
1974) indicated the following " ( 1) the horizontal diffusion rate was 
isotropic, that is, the diffusion rate was of equal intensity in all 
(h ori7.ontal) directions; and (2) the eddy diffusivity was not time de-
pendent and had a value of. 35m
2 
/sec." The diffusivity was estab-
lished by releasing platic bottles into the l ake . This procedure actu-
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a lly determines what is referred to in this report as the effective 
diffusion coefficient in the horizontal plane. 
The diffusion coefficient calculated from the 1974 data does not 
necessarily indicate the absence of spatial or temporal variation of the 
diffusion coefficient. Since the diffusion coefficient was measured at 
the surface, it does not reflect any variation of the horizontal dif-
fusion coefficient with depth. Rather, the value indicates the magni-
tude of the horizontal diffusion coefficient which can be expected to 
be found in Great Salt Lake . This k nowledge allowed the importance 
of horizontal diffusion in the transport process to be assessed during 
the model operation . 
Vertical Diffusion Coefficients 
No suitabl e method for predicting the vertical diffusion was 
avai lable . Water Resources Engineers (WRE) Inc. ( 1968) developed 
a procedure for determining th e effective vertical diffusion from 
temperature profiles within a res e rvoir. This work suggested that 
a procedure could be developed for determining the vertical diffusion 
coefficient from vertical profiles of total dissolved solids gathered 
by th e UGMS. 
The first step in developing th e t echnique was to conceptualize 
the system as a series of hori zontal slices. Thus, the water body 




k - I 
0 = Diffusive Transport 
Between Layers 
Figure 5 . 3. One - dimens i ona l r ep r esentati on of the south arm with 
ve rtical diffusion. 
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one -dimensional representati on of th e syste m in which only the ve rti-
cal transport of salini t y was allowed within th e system and i llustrates 
the transpo rt, inflow and outflow terms which we re included in the 
mass balance . For a slice of co nstant vo lume , the equation for th e 




r Ck-1 -Ck j 
l (D. Z + D.Z ) /2 k -1 k (5. 4) 
v olume of the slice 
area of wat er plane at the associated 
elevation 
thickness of layers k +1, k, a nd k - 1 
rate of accumulation of constituent C 
in layer k 
r a t e of mass inflow to laye r k 
rat e of inflow t o laye r k 
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c. 




rate of mass outflow from layer k 
Q 
ou\ rate of outflow from layer k 
ck+l' ck, ck-1 
concentration of constituent C in 
in layers k+l, k, and k-1 
RD 
k 
rate of mass dissolving from lake 
bottom into layer k 
Ek+l' Ek 
effective diffusion coefficients at the 
as so cia ted elevation 
The first term on the right side of Equation 5. 4 represents the 
flows which cross the physical boundaries of the system. These 
flows determine the rate of mass input and extraction from layer 
by externa l sources and sinks. The last two terms on the right 
side represent the diffusive transport betwe e n layers based on Fick's 
l aw of diffusion. 
Dividing through Equation 5 . 4 by L> Zk and rearranging terms 
yields: 
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A +A .C,C 
k+l k __ k_ = _1_ 
2 .C,t 
C - C 
J 
1 
k+ 1 k 
+-- (A E [ < (.C, zk+1 + .c,Zk l .c,; k+l k+1 2 
[i 
ck-1 -ck ]) +A E (L:,\-1 + .c,Zk) • (5. 5) k k 
By t aking Equation 5. 5 to the limit as .c,zk approaches ze r o, 
the paramet e r s with subscript k+l will merge to the parameters with 
subsc ript k , and 
and 
A +A 







jQ. C. -Q Ck + RD l l 1'\: wk ou\ kj 
k+ 1 k+l {A E [ c"' -c, 
~ (.C, 7.kt1 + .C,/\) J 
+ AkEk [ ~ 
ck-1 -ck 
(L:,Zk- 1 + .c,zk) 
a [ '>E< : ~k] -a;-
]} 
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Substituting the above reductions into Equation 5. 5 and rear-
ranging t e r ms r esults in 
a 
a z 
. (5 . 6) 
Integrating Equation 5. 6 wi th r espect t o z by a forward in-
tegr a tion technique from z = z 
0 




_ 1: (Q . c. -Q ck + R 
k= l wk 1nk outk Dk 
Assuming there is no diffusive transport across the lake bottom 
(5. 7) 
e liminat es the diffu sion a t z . Rearranging Equation 5 . 7 under this 
0 
assumpt ion produces 
z 
K 





Ak () 7. 7.K 
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The effective ve rtical diffusion rate, EK can be evaluated for a given 
time and place by a finite difference approximation 
E (zK, t) 
All the necessary terms in Equation 5. 9 are to be taken as mean 
values during the time period. 
The nume ri cal solution for the effective vertical diffusion co-
efficient for the south arm of Great Salt Lake required information 
pertaining to two successive vertical profiles of total dissolved solids, 
flows through the causeway, and the rate of dissolving of salt from the 
bottom of the south arm. The data available on the vertical distribu-
tion of salinity in the south arm restricted the estimation of the 
ve rtical diffusion coefficients to the temporal and spatial averaged 
form. 
Since 1966 the UGMS ha s sampled the south arm periodically 
along the three lines shown in Figure 4. 3 . During the ear ly stages 
of this program, sampl es were taken monthly at a total of thirteen 
stations along the three lines. Since 1969 the UGMS has reduced the 
amount of s tations sampled to six. The six stations include the four 
stations a long the Antelope- Carrigton line and one station in the 
deepe r portion of the lake for both the Fremont-Bird line and the 
Antelope-Stansbury line. The data from these stations were used 
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to deve lop concentration profiles of the south arm for the various 
sampling dat es . Data for the years 1970 and 19 71 we r e used in de-
velo ping the diffusion coefficient due to the availability of causeway 
flow data (Waddell and Boike, 1973) and the approximate monthly 
tim e spacing between sampling dates. 
During most of the 1970-71 p e riod only one station was sampled 
by the UGMS on the Antelope-Stansbury line and one s tation on the 
Fremont-Bird line . The single station data were ext ended to repre-
sent th e entire line by correlation coeffici ents deve loped between 
the sing l e station and the entire line for data gather ed from 1966 
to 1968 . The concentration profiles for each date u sed in th e analysis 
were obtained by averaging the various s tati o n s to produce a single 
profile of th e variat ion of th e south arm concentra tion with depth. 
Several sampli ng dates during the 1970 to 1971 period could not be 
us ed in the analysis due t o e ith e r t he lack of data or the extended 
time p eriod between sampling. Six sets of data were ident ified and 
u sed in th e analysis. 
The following assumptions were made in applying Equation 5 . 9 
to the ca lculation of the spatia l and t emporal averaged ver ti cal-
diffusion coefficients: 
I. The pycnocline was fixed at an elevation of 4, 175 f e et . 
2 . A ll flow south through th e cau seway entered the south arm 
below th e pyc nocline. 
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3 . All flow north through the causeway was from the south arm 
brine above the pycnocline. 
4. Salt dissolving fr om th e bottom only ent ered the bottom 
b rine layer. 
5 . Inflow o f total dissolved so lids from streams was negligible. 
Under th ese assu mpt ions , Equation 5. 9 was applied to the south 
a rm of the l ake by dividing the lake into one six-foot layer to repre-
sent the concentrated brine below the pycnocline and approximately 
t wenty one-fo ot layers to represent the upper less concentrated 
brine. The determination of th e vertical diffusion coefficie nt was 
compli ca t e d because th e rate a t which salt disso lves from the bottom 
of the lake was unknown. Thi s r ate was r epresent ed by the fo llowing 
e quation: 




r a t e of salt dissolving (mass/unit time) 
dissolving constant (Time -l) 
• (5 . 10) 
concentrati on of total disso l ved so lids in over-
lying layer 
satura t ion concentr ation of total disso l ved so lids 
volume of over lying l ayer 
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The disso lvin g rate was es t imat ed by pe r forming a mass ba lance 
o n the south arm of th e lake. 
For e ach time period the ve rtic a l diffusion coefficient and the 
salt dissolving r a te were d e t e rmined from the mass bal ance e qua-
tion and Equation 5. 9 and verified with a water and salinity balance 
model of th e lake . The water a nd salinity balance model was based 
o n the wat e r budget of the lake by Steed ( 1972) and the causeway 
flow equ a tion s d evel o p ed by Waddell and Bol ke ( 1973). This model 
is discussed in de tail in Chapter VI. 
Figure 5 . 4 shows the var i at i on of the vertical diffusion co-
effici e nt w ith depth as predic t ed by Equation 5. 9 for a typical time 
period. The variation of th e diffu s i o n coefficient above the pycno-
cline i s associated with a very small variation (less than one gram 
per liter per foot of depth ) of t otal dissolved solids with depth . The 
well mixed nature of th e upper brine layer suggested that the dif-
fusion coeffici e nt above th e pycnocline might be approximated by 
a co n s t a nt as s h own in Figure 5 . 4 . The calcu l a ted values of the 
ve rti cal diffusion coefficients above the pycnocline are summarized 
in T a ble 5. 1. The channel-node simulation study required only the 
ver tical diffu sion coefficient associat ed with transport across the 
pycnocline. The d iffu sion coefficients which were calcu lated at 
the pycnocline a l so are s umrnaried in Table 5. 1. 
The wat e r and salinit y balance model was used to verify the 

















































Table 5 . l. Summary of the calculated ve rtical diffusion coefficient for vari ous 
time periods . 
Ti me Inte r val 
E (Ft
2 
/ Sec) at E (Ft
2 
/ Sec) Above 
P ycnocline Pycnocline 
6/ 16/70 to 7 / 29/70 4 . 3 X 10 
- 6 
3 . 4 X [0 
-4 
7 / 29/70 to 8 / 25 / 70 7. 6 xl0-
6 -4 2 , l X 10 
8/ 25 / 70 t o 9/10/70 6 . 7 X 10-
6 - 4 4 , 2 X 10 
9/ 10/70 t o 11 / 12/70 6 . 5 X 10 
- 6 
2 , 0 X 10 
-4 
6/917 1 to 7 / 28/71 l. 3 X 10 
- 6 2. 6x 10 -
4 
7/28/71 to 8 / 19/7 1 
- 6 -4 
4 . [ X 10 3 , [ X [0 
Identified in Ve rification 
3.8x10 -
6 -4 




vertical diffusion coefficie nt s. Figure 5 . 5 compares the simulated 
and observed concentration of both sout h arm brine layer for the 
1967 t o 1969 water year s . After minor adjustments the dissolving 
con s tant, KA , was id entified as . 006/day and the effective vertical 




/sec. at the pycnocline and 




/sec above the pycnocline. These values were used 
t o simu l a t e the 1971 water year as a check and the results are 
g i ven in Figure 5 . 6. 
In both the calculation and verification of the vertical diffusion 
coeffi c i e nt the bottom brine layer wa s a ssumed to be a single six-
foot thi ck layer . Under th is r ep r esentation, the change in concen-
trati on of tota l dissolved so lid s across th e pycnocline was essenti-
a lly cons tant and independent of th e spatial step used above the 
pycnocline. T hi s condition resulte d from the well mixed natur e 
of th e upper brine layer . In order to maintain the s ame mass 
transport across the pyc no cline when the spa tial step was varied 
above the pycnocline the verti cal di ffu sion c oefficient was related 
t o th e spatia l s tep as follows: 
in whi ch 
E' 
I 
. (5. II) 
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Figure 5. 5. Simulated and obse rved brine concentrations 
and surface elevations for the 1967, 1968, and 
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Figure 5. 6. Simulated and observed brine concentrations and surface 
elevations for the 1971 water yea r. 










thickness of bottom brine layer (layer 1 was 6 
feet throughout study) 
thick ness of second brine layer 
In the application of Equation 5. 9 to the south arm of Great 
Salt Lake .C.z
2 
was set a t one foo t. During verification .C. z
2 
was 
set a t five feet. All values reported in Table 5.1 and in the above 
discussion are related to a .C.z
2 
of one foot. 
The dissolving constant, K A' (Equation 5. 10) was developed 
for the south arm using the concentration and vo lume below the 
pycnocline. A saturation concentration for total dissolved solids 
of 340 g/ 1 was used in developing the dissolving constant. Whelan 
( 1973) used a va lue of 350 g/1 to represent the saturation concentra-
ti on . However, a review of the UGMS salinity data from the north 
a rm indicat ed precipitation of sa lt probably occurs below the 350 
g/ l concentrati o n, and for this reason, 340 g/ 1 was used as the 
saturation concentration in this study. The verification run fo r the 
1969 water year indicated that 130 milli on metric tons of salt dis-
solved in the south arm. This amount compares extremely well 
with 135 mi llion metric tons of salt es timated by Whelan (1972) t o 
have dissolved during the same period. 
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The Summation of Sources and Sinks Term 
The summation of sources and sinks term of Equation 5. 2. and 
5. 3 can be considered to be composed of external and internal com -
ponents. The summation of sources and sinks term may then be 
represented as two term s 
(5. 12.) 
in which 
summation of external sources and sinks of C 
summation of internal sources and sinks of C 
The inflow (source) and outflow (sink) of quality constituents across 
the physical boundaries of the systems represent external sources 
and sinks. Internal sources and sinks are processes within the 
sys t em which gene rate or degrade the quality co nstituent. Examples 
of internal sources and sinks are the precipitation and dissolving of 
salt s and the decay of biological substances. Constituents which 
do not have internal sources or sinks are termed conservative 
constituents. Non-conservative constituents, therefore, are con-
s titu ents with internal sources and sinks. 
All quality constituents can enter or lea ve the system across 
the physical boundary of the system. The r efo r e , there is a sum-
mation nf external sources and sinks term for each component. 
This term i s express ed fnr node j as 
in which 
a. c 













(a. c. ) (a t c.k,\ · 1njk Jnjk - OU jk J J 
(5. 13) 
rate of external mass inflow t o node brine 
layer k 
rate o f inflow t o node j brine layer k 
concentration of constituent C in inflow 
rate o f ext ernal mass outflow f r om node j 
brine laye r k 
rate of o utfl ow from node j brine laye r k 
concentr ation of constitue nt C in node 
Because external sources and s inks a r e associat ed with the 
flow, a , across th e boundaries they exist only fo r the b rine layers. 
For th e l ake bottom Equa tion 5. 12 reduces to 
L:S . (5. 14) 
Unlike the external sources a nd sinks, the interna l sour ces 
and s in ks term i s ass oci a ted with th e particu lar con s titu e nt. Thus, 
this i s th e o nly t er m in Equ a ti o n 5. 2 w hich mus t be specified for each 
con stituent. Th e h orizontal advection and diffus ion, the ve rti cal 
diffusion, and th e s ummation of exte rnal sources and sinks term 
are applied to each quality cons t ituent in the same mann er . 
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If the compone nt s of the sources and sinks ter m are properly 
described and r epr esented, Equation 5 . 2 is capable of representing 
any important quality constituent. Thus Equation 5. 2 could be used 
to model constituents which vary from inorganic compounds to brine 
s hrimp . This capability depends upon the proper representation 
of the sources and si nks for each particular constituent. The term 
in Equation 5 . 2 whi ch represents the summation of sources and 
sinks for each constituent cannot, however, be generalized because 
of the wide variation in th e types of sources and sinks between the 
various quality constituents. Rather, it is necessary to consider and 
evaluate this term for each specific constituent . 
Three co n s titu e nts, name ly, tota l disso l ved solids (TDS), 
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), and dissolved oxygen (DO) were 
included in the Great Salt Lake model and those are used to illustrate 
the procedure for establishing the internal sources and sinks term 
for both coupled and uncoupled constituents. The internal sources 
a nd sinks of an uncoupled constituent are independent of other con-
stituents in the system. With coupl ed constituents the depletion or 
replenishing of o n e cons titu ent directly affect s the dep letion or re-
plenishing of the other coupled constituents . For example , in the 
case of BOD and DO, the decay of BOD depletes DO. 
The summation of internal source s and s inks fo r total dis-
sol ved solid s is composed of terms representing the rate of precipi-
t atio n and dissolving of salt . In shallow portions of the lake the 
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pycnocline is not present and the grid network reduces to a system 
comprised of one brine layer and the lake bottom. For this con-
figuration, the summation of internal sources and sinks term for 
the brine layer is stat ed as: 
. (5. 15) 





• (5. 16) 
rate of salt precipitation from the lake brine 
to the lake bottom (mass /unit time ) 
rate at which salt is dissolved from the lake 
bottom into the overlying brine layer . (mass/ 
unit time) 
In deep portions of the lake the pycnocline is present and the 
lake is represented as two brine layer s and the lake bottom. In 
thi s configuration, the sal t exchange between the lake bottom and 
over l ying brine layer still is given by Equation 5. 16. However, the 
salt which precipitates fr om th e top brine l ayer enters the lowe r 
brine layer. Th e summation of sources and sinks term for the two 
brine layer system is given by: 
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(5. 17) 
for the top brine layer, and by 
(5. 18) 
for the lower brine which overlies the lake bottom. R'PPT repre-
sents the rate of salt precipitation from the t op brine layer. 
The dissolving rate of salt from the lake bottom is given by: 
KA (C - C.k) V. 
5 J Jk 
• (5. 19) 
in which 
rate of salt dissolving (mass/unit time) 
dissolving co nstant (Time - l) 
saturation concentration for total dissolved 
solids 
concentration of TDS in n ode j of the layer 
overlying the lake bottom 
volume of nod e j of the laye r overlying the 
lake bottom 
Equation 5 . 19 is applicable only when Cjk :s cs 
Biochemical oxygen demand is a measure of the concentration 
of unstablized organic waste present in a system. BOD is r emoved 
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from the sys t em by bacterial co n s umption at a rate prop ortional to 
the concent r ation of unstabilized organi c waste . For the grid con -
figuration composed of one brine lay e r a nd th e lake bottom, the 
s ummati on of i nt e rnal sources and sinks t e rm for BOD within the 
b rine laye r is stat ed as: 
KC V 
BODjk jk 
and for th e lake bottom by 
n 
s 
K C A + R 
b BODjb jb s 
In Equations 5 . 20 and 5. 2 1 
. (5. 20 ) 
. (5. 21) 
K BOD d ecay rate f or the brine laye r s (time -l) 
BOD decay rate f or the l ake bottom (time -l) 
R 
s 
co nc e ntra ti on of BOD associated with nod e j 
of brine layer k 
concentration of BOD associated with node 
of the lake bottom 
settling r ate of BOD (mass/unit t ime ) 
In the grid configuration composed of two brine l ayers and the 
lake bottom, th e s ummati o n of sour ces and sinks term fo r the top 
layer i s given by: 
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KC V - R' 
B ODjk jk 
• (5 . 22) 






(5 . 23) 
settli ng rate of BOD from the top brine layer 
and is assumed equal toRs 
The re lationship for the lake bottom is given by Equation 5 . 21. 
The BOD settling rate, Rs (orR's) represents the rate at 






jk __ s_ 
Djk 
. (5 . 24) 
mass of BOD in node j brine layer k 
settling velocity 
average depth of node j, brine layer k 
The dissolved oxygen in a body of water is depleted by the 
decay of organic material and the uptake by benthic (channel or lake 
bottom) deposits . Dissolved oxygen is replenished by reaeration 
across the water surface . In the gr i d configuration composed of one 
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brine l ayer and the l ake b ottom, the summation of sources a nd sinks 
term for DO within th e brine laye r is represented by: 
-KC V 
BODjk jk 
. (5. 25) 
a nd for the lake bottom by 
- Kb C A + BURJ.b 
BODjb jb 
(5 . 2 6 ) 
In Equ ations 5 . 25 a n d 5. 26 
benthic uptake r ate by node j of the lake bottom 
f rom th e overlying node in the brine 
r eaction coefficient for DO 
satu rati o n concentration of DO 
concentra tion of DO in node j of laye r k 
and th e rest of th e t e rm s a r e as previous l y defined. 
Th e summation of sources a nd sinks term for the grid con -




(CS - C O ) V 
D jk jk 
• (5 . 27) 
for the upper brine layer, and by 
KC V 
BODjk jk 
. (5 . 28) 
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for the lower brine layer . 
The relationship for the lake bottom is given by Equation 5 . 2 6 . 
It is well documented in the literature that th e so lubility of 
oxyg e n in water decreases with increasing temperature, inc reasing 
conc e ntration s of total dissolved solids a nd increasing elevations. 
Data reported by Green ( 19 65) and formulas such as those deve l oped 
by G a meson and Robertson (1955) indicate this typical variation of 
the solubility of oxygen in sea wat e r. Formulas which have been 
devel oped for predicting th e effects of total dissolved so lids on the 
solubility of oxygen hav e be e n formulated for seawat er with total 
dissolved solids conc e ntratio n s less than 40 g/ 1. The formula 
develope d by Garneson and Robertson predicts a complete absence 
of dis s olved oxygen w h e n the concentration of total dissolved solids 
exceeds 180 g/1. Howe ver , thi s prediction did not seem realistic 
for th e Great Salt Lake , and dissol ved oxygen sa turation values, 
th erefore , were obtained by laboratory experiment s. Th ese 
experiments we re conducted with Great Salt Lake brine a t concen-
trati ons of tota l dissolved soUds which varied betwee n 50 g/1 and 
340 g/ l. Th e brine sam ples were bubble aerated with compressed 
air and then h e ld at a constant temperatur e in contact with th e 
atmosphere . Temperatures of 6. 0° C and 16 . 5° C were used in 
the study . After 24 h o ur s of contact with t h e atmosphere th e 
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oxygen concentration was determined by th e azide modification of 
the Winkler Method (Standard Methods , 197 1) . 
The r esults of the experiment indicated that the dissolved 
oxygen saturation concentration r emained above zero as the con-
centration of total dissol ved so lids approached saturation . Th e 
data we r e fit by r eg r ession a n alysis so that the va ria tion of th e 
saturation concentra t ion of dis so l ved oxygen could be predicted for 
variou s temperature s and salinitie s . The resulting e quation for 
the saturatio n co nc entration of dissolved oxygen as a fu n ction of 
temperatur e a nd t o tal dissolved solids a nd at an e l evation comp a rable 
to the s urface e l evation of Great Salt Lake is given by: 
-4 2 
CS = 7 , 73- .0155T- .0311 CTDS + . 353 x 10 CTDS 
. (5. 29) 
in which 
cs dissol ved oxygen s aturatio n concentration (mg/1) 
T t em pe r a tur e (°C) 
co n centratio n of total dissol ved so lids (g/1) 
Th e co rrela tion coeffi cie nt (R
2
) for the fit of the 6° C a nd 16 . 5° C 
data wa s 0. 994 . Figur e 5 . 7 compares th e obse r ved and pr edict ed 
(by Equation 5. 29 ) saturation co n centration. 
A considerabl e amount of r esearch h as been direc t ed toward 
th e dete rmi n ation of the reaeration coefficient, K
2
, for various 
-
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Figure 5. 7. Variat ion of dissolved oxygen saturation with total dissolved solids. 
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sys t ems . In these studies the reaeration c oefficient has bee n 
related t o the depth and ve lo c ity of th e flui d. During a study of the 
De laware River estuary 0 ' Connor and Dobbins ( 1958), proposed 
th e following relati onship for predicting the reaeration coeffici e nt. 
i n which 
v 
H 





velocity (ft/ sec) 
depth (ft) 
(5 . 30) 
An empiri cal e qua tion o f the same form was devel oped by Chur chill, 
Buckingham, a nd Elmor e ( 1962) for various tributaries of the 
T e nnessee Rive r : 
v · 969 
11. 5 --6-
Hl. 7 3 
(5. 3 1) 
All t e rms in Equation 5 . 3 1 a r e as described a bove. Both of th e 
equations give the value o f K
2 
at 20° C and yie ld essentially the 
s am e result . The O'Conn or and Dobbins equation was chosen fo r 
u se in thi s s tud y due to th e clos er physical s imilarity between 
the De lawa r e River es tuary and Great Salt Lake. 
flo t h th e reaeration c oefficient for disso lved oxygen, K
2
, 
a nd th e fir s t -order decay r ate for biochemical oxygen demand, 
K , are tempe r atur e depend e nt. The equation which was us ed to 
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adjust these rates for temperatures other than 20° C was derived 
from the Van't Hoff-Arrhenius equation (Metcalf and Eddy, Inc., 





rate at any temperature 
rate at 20° C 
temperature correction constant 
Temperature (° C) 
(5 . 32) 
A value of 0 = l. 024 was used in the study for correcting the 
reae rati on coefficient. This value was established by Chur chill, 
e ta!, ( 1962) and same value appears in Metcalf and Eddy , Inc . 
(1972). The value of 8 applicable to the biochemical oxygen de-
mand was chosen as l. 03 as suggested by O'Connor (1964). 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE WATER AND SALINITY BALANCE MODEL 
A water and sa linity b alance model of Great Salt Lake was de-
ve lope d initially to provide a means of verifying the ve rtical diffu-
sion coefficients id e ntifi ed in the s tudy . The mode l subsequently 
was used to provide information for th e channel-node mode l and to 
investigate th e l ong t e r m co ncentration trends of the lake. 
The salinity and wat e r balance mode l of the lake was de ve loped 
by treating the lake as two separate units or arms interfaced at the 
railroad causeway. As shown in Figure 6 . l, the north arm was 
tr eated as a sing l e well mixed unit while the south arm was tre a t ed 
as a finite number of well mixed layers in the same manner as was 
used in developing th e vertical diffusion coefficients (Fig ur e 5 . 3) . 
Exchange o f total dissolved solids between l a y ers within the south 
a rm was assumed t o occur by diffusion alone . The mas s tra nsport 
e qua tion fo r a particular slice of the south arm thus i s given as : 
a (CV)k 
a t 
- (Q C) + L:S 
out k k 








- _k• l 
lover k 
Fi gur e 6 . 1. Representation of the Gre a t Salt Lake physical system in 







a z k 
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mass of quality constituent in layer k 
diffusional mass transport rate between vertical 
layers k and k + 1 
mass inflow rate to layer k 
mass outflow rate from layer k 
concentration of total dissolved solids in layer 
k 
volume of layer k 
cross sectional area betwee n layers k and k + 
effective vertical diffusion coefficient between 
layers k a nd k + 1 
summation of internal sources and sinks of total 
dissolved solids in layer k 
time 
Because the north arm of the lake was assumed to be a single well 
mixed unit, the vertical diffusion term s of Equation 6. 1 were 
eliminated in applying the equation to this body of water. 
The following assumptions were made i n applying Equation 6 . 1 
to the calculation of the vertical distribution of salinity within the 
south arm of the lake: 
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l. The pycnocline is fixed at an elevation of 4, 175 feet. 
2. All flows south through the causeway enter the south arm 
below the pycnocline. 
3. Based on velocity profiles presented in Waddell and Balke 
(1973), flow north through the causeway flll is evenly distributed 
with depth above the pycnocline. 
4. Based on velocity profiles presented in Waddell and Balke 
( 1973), flow north through the causeway fill is evenly distributed with 
depth above the culvert bottom. 
5. All inflow to the south arm from streams and groundwater 
enters only the upper brine layer. 
6. Salt disso~ving from the bottom of the south arm enters 
the bottom brine layer. 
7. Inflow of total dissolve d solids from streams is n egligible . 
The original source of most salts within the Great Salt Lake was the 
inflowing tributaries. However, within a comparatively short study 
period of 20 years or less salt contributions from this source are 
negligible in terms of the total salt volume within the lake. 
The model was designed to simulate a monthly time period. 
This was accomplished by inputting the basic data to the water and 
salinity balance model in monthly form and dividing the data into 
smaller time units suitable for the numerical solution of Equation 
6. l. The numerical solution of Equation 6. l was accomplished by 
expressing the equation in the following finit e difference form: 
(AE ~C ) 
z k 
+ (AE ~c ) + (Qin c. ) 
z k-1 ln k 
- (Q t C) + ~sk 
ou k 
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• (6. 2) 
in which Mk (VC)k' and all other terms are defined in Equation 
6. l. 
The numerical solution of Equation 6. 2 was performed by an 
explicit solution technique which calculated the change of mass with-
in a layer, using the volume and concentration at the beginning of 
the time step. At the end of the time step the volume was updated 
and a new concentration calculated. Variations in water volume are 
assumed to occur for the entire water body of the north arm and for 
only the top layer of the south arm. The maximum time step for 
solution stability of Equation 6. 2 was estimated from experience 






The water balance portion of the model was formulated by 
accounting for the inflow and outflow to the lake and the exchange of 
brine between the two arms of the lake through the railroad cause-
way. The water balance for either arm of the lake for a given time 
period ( .C.t) is given by: 
Change in Storage 
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(rate of inflow - rate of outflow) At 
(6. 4) 
The inflow to either arm of the lake is composed of precipitation, 
surface and groundwater inflow, and flow through the causeway. 
The outflow from either arm of the lake is restricted to evaporation 
and exchange through the causeway. 
A water budget analysis of the lake by Steed ( 1972) provided 
information on the basic components of the water balance; namely, 
the rate of precipitation, the surface and groundwater inflow rates, 
and the rate of evaporation. Steed performed a monthly water 
budget of the lake covering the years 1944-1970, and estimated 
missing data for this period through corr e l a ti on techniques. He 
accounted for surface inflows to the lake from the Jordan, Weber, 
and Bear Rivers, the Salt Lake sewage canal, Kennecott drain, 
Goggin drain, and the North Point Consolidated canal. The inflows, 
all of which enter the south arm, a mount t o well ov er 95 percent of 
the total surface inflow to the lake. F o r the study reported herein, 
the surface inflow to the north is assumed t o b e negligible. In ad-
dition, the water budget was extende d to the 1971-1974 period by 
following the procedure outlined by Steed. 
The groundwater inflow to the lake w as estimated by Steed as 
being six percent of the surface flow with a small additional con-
tribution from the Great Salt Lake Desert. In the model of this 
study, Steed's groundwater inflow rates were adopted, Steed 
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related the six percent quantity to contributions principally from 
the groundwater basins t o the east and south of the lake. Since this 
inflow would ent er the south arm and the contribution from the 
Great Salt Lake Desert is very minor, all th e groundwater inflow 
was assumed to enter only the south arm of the lake. 
Steed obtained the monthly rate of precipitation for the lake 
as a Thiessen weighted average of the precipitation at Corrine, 
Lake Point, and Farmington. The precipitation input to a particular 
arm of the lake for a given time increment is calculated in the 
model as the weighted rate of monthly precipitation times the sur-
face area of the arm of the beginning of the time step. Thus, the 










P A Ll.t • 
s 
• (6 . 5) 
volume of precipitation input to an arm during 
time Ll.t 
monthly precipitation rate 
surface area of arm 
time incr ement 
All of the gaging stations on the major surface inflows to the 
lake are above major phreatophyte areas bordering the lake. The 
phreatophyte areas of concern include Bear River Migratory Bird 
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Refuge, Farmington Bay Water Fowl Management Area, and private 
duck clubs located at the mouth of the Jordan River. Steed calcu-
lated evapo-transpiration for these areas fro m the Blaney-Criddle 
equation, and this same procedure was used in this study. The 
calculated values subsequently were input to the model. 
Evaporation is the only outflow from the lake. This process is 
probably the least understood of the components which make up the 
water balance for the lake. Steed estimated the monthly rate of 
evaporation from the lake by a Thies son weighted average of the pan 
evaporation at Midlake, Saltair and the Bear River Refuge. T wo 
adjustments are made to the pan evaporation data in order to obtain 
an estimate of the lake evaporation. The first adjustment involves 
differences in characteristics between the pan and the lake. Steed 
used a pan coefficient of 0. 61 for spring months and 0. 66 for the 
fall months. The second adjustment is necessary because of th e 
suppressing effects of water salinity on evaporatio n from the lake. 
An equation describing the effect of salinity on evaporation was 
developed by Waddell and Balke (197 3) . The factor for correcting 
the evaporation rate is given as: 
-3 
KE = (l. -0.778xl0 C/p). . (6. 6) 
in which 
salinity co rr ection factor for evaporation 
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c total dissolved solids concentration (g/1) 
p density of brine (g/ml) 
An empirica l relationship bet ween density and concentrat ion of tota l 
dissolved so lids is given by Waddell and Boike (1973) as: 
-4 
1. 00 + C (6 . 3 X 10 ) . (6. 7) 
On the basis of th e above discussion, t he general equation for 











volume of e v aporation from an arm during t ime 
adjusted (by pan coefficient) monthly evapora-
tion rate 
surface area of arm 
time increment 
The monthly potential evaporation rate r eported by Steed was de-
ve l oped fo r the entire lake. This rate was adjus ted for application 
t o each arm by a weighting of the evaporation stations ...!1 ich indica-
ted th e rate determined by St eed was appropriate for the south arm 
but should be increased by a factor of l. 2 for the north arm. The 
surface area involved in calcula t i ng the evaporation included th e 
and 
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majo r areas of th e lake which have been d iked by sa lt companies 
for evaporation ponds b ut did not include the near shore evaporation 
p onds. Such areas were excluded because the withdrawals are small 
and much of th e brine withdrawn i s returned to the lake. 
Equation s w hich describe t he exchang e of brine thr ough the 
Southern Pac ific Tran sporati o n Company causeway we re deve loped 
by Waddell a nd Ba lke (1973) . The equations were developed large ly 
fr om data collected during the 1971-1 97 2 wate r years and r e pr ese nt 
empirical r e lations w hi ch predi c t flow thr o u gh both c ulve rt s and th e 
fi ll . The c ul ve rt flow s are given by : 
J 2 V2C) 





+ l t CFS 
2g 
(l t CFS) 
Q2C B. y2( j [Y2-y2-yl. ~ 
S2 
+ ( CFS'(V lC )
2 
I + CFS' 
2 
(l t CFS'J 
CFS'(VlC) 
l t CFS' 
CFS (V2 C)] 
(l t CFS) 
. (6. 9) 


















south - t o -north di scharge through cul ve rts (cfs) 
no rth-to - s outh di scharge thro ugh c ulve rts (cfs) 
w idth o f cu lve rt (1 5 fee t) 
- 6 . 30Y 2 - 5 . 84 (52 - 51) · Yl + 7 . 09Yl 
6 . 39Y2 + 5 . 94 (52 - 51) · Yl - 6 . 23Yl 
altitud e of w ater sur fa ce in south part (feet) 
altitude of botto m of east or west cul ve rt (feet) 
E5- EC 
Yl- 6H 
(3 . 55[Y l (yl+y2)] /(Y l-Y2) } - 1. 02 
(3 . 83 [Yl (yl + y2)] / (Yl - Y2)} - 1.19 
mea n ve l oci ty of south -to -north flow thr ough 
c u l ve rt s (feet/ seco nd) 
mean ve locity of north-to-south fl ow through 
culverts (feet/second) 
specific gravi ty of brine in south part 
specific g ravity of brine in north part 
differe nce between a ltitude (s tage ) nf so uth and 
north parts o f lake at causc•way (feet) 
Figur e 1, . 2 illu st r ates th e phy s i ca l m c·a ning of the various 
term s involve d in th e c ulver t flow equation s . Values of QlC and Q2C 
are ob t a in ed by the simultaneou s s olution of E quatio n (6. 9 ) and (6. 10) . 
SECTION FOR DISCHARGE AND SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY MEA SURE MENTS 
~ j~\ ~~::;;;.~u , . _ . "· _ ,.. . ~,,.~:.: .. "." , : ARM 
DATUM IS MEAN SEA LE VEL 
Figure 6 . 2. Culvert c r oss section with a representation of the terms involved in 
the cu lvert flow equatio n s (mo dified from Waddell and Ba lke, 1973), 
:;;: 
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The equations for flows through the causeway fill are given 





( 6. 9835 - J675 . 0 t:.S + 158.97 l>H + 
45 535. LIS
2 
- 3 773.3 LIS LIH + 14.010 t:.H
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-
42 9070 . t:.S 3 + 34904 . t:.S2 t:.H - 631.20 t.l.S LIH
2 
+ 
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69. 3963 (6. 11) 
[2 . 1629 + 1290. 3 LIS - U3 . 24 LIH - 19 649 . LIS
2 
-
912 . 81 LIS LIH + 186 .17 LIH2 + 195100. LIS
3 
+ 
209 74 . LIS
2 
LIH - 1861. 6 LIS LIH
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- 66502 . LIS
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4 + 2865.3 LIS2 t:.H 2] [l. - (4 199 . 5 -
ES) /y2F) · l. 312] 69 . 3936 (6.12) 
Q1F south-to-north discharge through fill (cfs) 
Q2F north -to-sou th discharge thr ough fill (cfs) 
y2F 19. 30 7 + 242 . 23 LIS - 35.429 LIH - 4339 . 9 LIS
2 
+ 
407 . 50 LIS LIH + 14. 332 LIH2 + 19021. LIS
3 
-
1466 . 8 LIS
2 
LIH - 45. 64 7 LIS LIH
2 




During early operation of the water and salinity balance model 
an initial volume error was being produced in both arms of the lake 
at the beginning of each simulation period which was propagated 
through the entire simulation period (Figure 6. 3). The error was 
traced to the simulated causeway flows and was observed to increase 
with increasing head difference across the causeway. The volume 
error was removed by adjusting the head difference across the cause-
way as follows: 




head difference across the causeway 
.::I.H ' adjusted head difference across the causeway 
.::I.H ' was used in place of .::I.H for calculating the causeway flows in 
the water and salinity balance model. As shown in Figure 6. 3, the 
inclusion of Equation 6.13 in the model had little effect on the calcu-
lation of lake volume or the causeway flows after the first month. 
The simulation results for 1974 conditio ns (Figure 6. 3) indicate 
that during periods of large head differences across the causeway 
the model has a tendency to calculate highe r than observed concen-
tration in the south arm upper brine. This tendency is present only 
when the head difference across the causeway is greater than the 
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Figure 6 . 3. Simulations of the 1974 water year showing the improved results obtained 




the data were gathered for the development of the causeway flow 
equations. As is evident from Figure 5. 5 this problem did not 
occur for low head differences across the causeway. 
Salinity Balance 
The total salt load in Great Salt Lake consists of the dissolved 
load in the brine and the pricipitated salt on the lake bed. The total 
salt load for the lake is estimated to be approximately 4. 2 million 
metric tons using the UGMS data on total dissolved solids and the 
precipitated salt load on the lake bottom as estimated by Hedburg 
(1970). The annual inflow of total dissolved solids (Hahl and Handy, 
1969) and the annual extraction of salt by the salt industries (Madison, 
1970) is small compared to the total load in the lake. For this 
reason, the inflow of total dissolved solids to the lake was assumed 
to be negligible during the study period and was excluded from th e 
salinity balance. The salt balance for Great Salt Lake thus is a 
function of the exchange of brine through the causeway , the vertic a l 
diffusion of salt within the south arm, and the exchange of salt with 
the lake bottom. 
Salt exchange with the l ake bottom occurs through the processes 
of salt precipitation and dissolving. In th e south arm of the lake this 
exchange is assumed to occur between only the brine layer below 
the pycnocline and the lake bottom. This assumption was supported by 
data contained in a isopach map of the haltic deposit in the south arm 
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of Great Salt Lake which indicated the entire salt crust was lo cat ed 
below the 4175 foot contour in 1969 (Whelan, 1973). In the model, 
the saturated concentration for total dissolved solids is used as an 
indicator to establish which process, precipitation or dissolving, 
occurs. When the concentration of total dissolved solids in th e brine 
layer overlying the lake bottom is less than saturation the dissolving 
of salt occurs at a rate given by Equation 5. 10. This process occurs, 
of course, only when salt is available on the lake bottom. When the 
concentration within the brine layer overlying the bottom reaches 
saturation, precipitation of salt is assumed to occur. If the con-
centration exceeds saturation during a t ime period, the entire salt 
mass in excess of the saturation concentration is assumed to precipi-
tate during that time period. 
Concentration Trends in Great Salt Lake 
The water and salinity balance model was applied to simulate 
the response of Great Salt Lake ove r a falling and rising lake stage 
in order to gain insight into possible future salinity trend s of the 
lake. The important questions which were addressed by the model 
are as follows: 
I. Is the pres ent tendency of the lake to freshen reversible ? 
2. Will a relationship between stage and concentration be es -
t ablish ed for the upper brine layer in the south arm? 
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Beginning with the lake conditions which existed in October , 
1972, a decreasing lake stage was simulated by using hydrologic 
data for the 1954 to 1960 water years. The lake conditions at the 
end of this seven year simulation p eriod then were used to simulate 
a ten year period of increasing lake stage using hydrologic data from 
the 19 64 to 1973 water years. The simulated response of the lake 
under these hydrologic conditions is given in Figure 6. 4 for the south 
arm and Figure 6. 5 for the north arm. During the 17 year study 
period the water surface elevation of the south arm varied between 
4,190 a nd 4, 199.75 feet, while the total dissolved solids concentra-
tion of the upper brine layer varied between 248 g/1 and 136 g/1. It 
is apparent from the simulated results that the trend of the south 
arm of the lake to freshen during the rising lake stage since 1963 
is reversible. However, it also is apparent that the simulated con-
centration limits in the south arm are much different than tho se of 
pre-causeway conditions. For example, when the south arm drop-
ped below a water surface elevation of 4, 191 feet, average concen-
tration s in the lower layer reached approximately 265 g/1, which is 
considerably less than saturation (340 g/1) . During the pre- causeway 
period such a lake elevation would have produced saturation condi-
tions in th e south arm, s uch as those which produced the salt 

















Figu r e 6. 4. Simulated fluctuation of the south arm surface 
e l evation and total disso lved solids co ncentration 
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Fi g ur e 6. 5. S i mulated flu c tuations of the north arm surface 
e levation a nd total dissol ved solids concentration 
of the hri ne. 
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Concentrations in the north arm were considerably higher than 
those of the south arm over the same simulation period (Figure 6. 5), 
and varied between a low of 305 g/1 and saturation at 340 g/1. The 
north arm brine reached saturation for fourteen of the seventeen 
years simulated. The variations in the concentration of the north 
arm brine and the length of saturation time played an important role 
in the formation and dissolving of the bottom salt deposit in the north 
arm. Figure 6. 6 is a simulated time plot which shows the variation 
of the mass of salt deposit in the north arm during the study period. 
The salt deposit steadily accumulated during the seven year down-
ward trend of the simulated lake stage. Though the lake stage trend 
is upward after the seventh year the salt deposit continued to accumu-
late until the twelfth simulated year. After this year a continuous 
dissolving of the deposit began to occur. At no time during the last 
three years of the study did the brine concentration reach the satura-
tion level, and during this period dissolving occurred with no revers-
al in trend. 
The results suggested by Figures 6. 5 and 6. 6 emphasizes the 
complexity of the salinity balance in the lake which has resulted from 
the construction of the railroad causeway. Although brine concentra-
tions within both the north and south arms apparently have reached 
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Figure 6. 6. Simulated fluctuation of the north arm salt deposit. 




tration levels in both arms will be quite different than those of pre-
causeway conditions (Figure 4. 5). 
An attempt was made to further examine the relationship 
between the lake stage in the south arm and the average concentra-
tion of the upper brine layer. The points in Figure 6. 7 represent 
the high and low water elevations of each yearly cycle from the 
simulation study and actual lake data after 197 1. Although there is 
scatter in the points of Figure 6. 7 it is apparent that the concentra-
tion of the upper brine layer will tend to fluctuate with lake stage 
in the future. The curve shown in Figure 6. 7 represents an adjust-
ment of Glassett's pre-causeway curve (Figure 4. 5) in which the 
slope of the line was maintained but the intercept reduced. This 
comparison with the pre-causeway curve suggests that the south 
arm brine will fluctuate in mu c h the same manner as under pre-
causeway conditions. However, for a give n elevation the upper 
brine in the south arm will be at a concentration of total dissolved 
solids approximately 160 g/1 less than under pre-causeway condi-
tions. Additionally, the south arm does not approach saturation at 
e l evations which produ ced saturation under pre -cauAeway condi tiona~ 
Two factors contribute to thi s difference. The main factor, of 
course, is the exchange of brine through the causeway. The other 
related factor is the exchange of total dissolved solids between the 
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Figure 6. 7. Variation of the south arm upper brine total dissolved solids 





NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE CHANNEL-NODE 
WATER QUALITY MODEL 
12 6 
As discussed in Chapter V, the basic relationship which is 
used in the channel-node water quality model t o describe the distribu-
tion of a quality constituent within a two layer stratified system is 
Equation 5. 2 . This equation, which is the advective-diffusion 
equation expressioned in partial differential fo rm, is solved by the 
me thod of finite differences. Applying this solution technique to 
Equation 5. 2 requires two basic steps: l) discretizing the system 
into a channel-node grid network, and 2) expressing the partial 
differential equation in finite difference form. 
The Channel-Node Grid Network 
The channel-node grid network was used to represent the 
physical system in the numerical solution of the advection-diffusion 
equation. This procedure allows considerable flexibility in laying 
o ut the network. The grid spacing can be reduced in areas where 
more detail is required and nodes can be located where water quality 
information is specifically desired. When advantageous, the channel 
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can be oriented in the direction of natural flow. The nodes are the 
storage elements in the grid network. The concentration of qua lity 
constituents is associated with the nodes and is assumed to be 
uniformly distributed through the volume. The channels are the 
flow elements of the grid system and transport the co nstituents 
between nodes. 
In applying the grid network to Great Salt Lake , the lake brine 
was represented as a system of channels and nodes and the l ake 
bottom was represented by only nod es . The brinewas divided into 
two layers in the deeper portion of th e l ake whe re the pycnocline o r 
interface was present. Th e location of th e interface between the 
two layers was fixed at a specific e l evation. In the portions of the 
lake where the depth was not sufficient t o intersect the pyc nocline, 
the brine was represented as a one l ayer system. 
Node pa rameters 
The physical parameters associated with nodes of the brine lay-
e rs are surface area, depth, and vo lu me (Figure 7. 1). Insofar as 
possible, the polygons surrounding each node we re constructed in 
accordance with the Theiss e n method. This method requires that the 
ploygon bounda ries be perpendicul a r bisectors of the connection 
channels. The area form e d around t he node by the ploygon is the 
surface a rea or area of influe n ce of the node. In certain cases, such 
as where the connection channel forms a triangle with one angle of 
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(b.) VERTICAL GRID 
Figur e 7, l. Nod e pa r amet e rs. 
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ninety degrees or more, the Theissen method would not provide rea-
listic results. In such cases, the ploygon was formed by using the 
cent er of gravity of the surface area formed by the connection channel. 
The node depth was considered to be the average depth of the 
node. As illustrated in Figure 7. 1 (b), the node depth in the single 
layer portion of the system was taken as the average depth from the 
lake surface to the lake bottom. In the two layer portion of the lake , 
the node depth for the upper layer was the depth from the lake surface 
to the pycnocline. The node depth for the lower layer was the aver-
age depth from the pycnocline to the lake bottom. Bottom elevations 
for the south arm of the Great Salt Lake were determined from a 
navigational cha rt (Utah Geo logical and Mineral Survey, 1974) and 
Eardley' s !196 1) m ap of the lake . 
The surface configuration of the nodes is assumed to extend 
through all underlying grid layers, including the lake bottom. Thus, 
it is only necessary to establish the surfac e area for the top layer, 
which is d efined by the geometry of the polygon which forms the 
node. The s urface areas of nodes which adjoin a land boundary are 
found by planimetering the area . The U.S, Ge ological Survey (1974) 
map of the l ake is used to establish the location of land boundaries. 
Node volumes are found for both layers by multiplying the average 
node depth for the layer by surface area. The only n ode parameter 
associated with the lake bottom is area. 
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Channel parameters 
Channels are concerned with the movement of the lake brine , 
a nd thus do not involve the bottom layer. The physical parameters 
associated with channels are l e ngth, width, d e pth, and cross-sec -
tiona l area (Figure 7. 2). The l ength of horizontal c hanne ls i s s imply 
the distance between t wo adjacent node s which a re connect ed by a 
channel. The horizontal c hannel width is given by the l e ngth of the 
perpendicular bisector of the channel used in establishing the bound-
ary of the node. When the center of g ravity method is used to estab-
lish a node boundary, the boundary i s not perpendicular to the c hannel. 
In these cases, the horizontal channel width is considered to be that 
component of this line which is perpendicular to the c hanne l. The 
channel depth is defined as the ari thmeti c average of the depths of the 
two nod es it connects . The cross-sectional area of a channel was 
the n found by multiplying the chann e l depth by the c hannel width. 
Vertical channels exist only whP.n there are two brine layers, 
and represents, the flo w path for vertical movement between th e two 
layer s. The physical paramet ers associated with vertical c hanne l s 
are c hannel length and e r os s - sectional area. The cross- sectional 
area of a vertical channel is ide ntical to the surface area of th e 
o f th e vertical nodes it connects . The ver t ical channel length, Ll.z 
in Equation 7. 2, is the di s t a n ce between vertical nodes and i s cal-
c ulate d as: 
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(b. ) VERTICAL GRID 
Figure 7. 2 . Channel parameters. 
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1 1 2 (depth of layer 1) + 2 (average depth of layer 2) 
(7. 1) 
The Finite Difference Equation 
The finite difference form of Equation 5. 2 applicable to the 
lake brine layers is 
n 
~ (OCl;k + E 
i= 1 i= 1 
+(AE . (7. 2) 
in which 
mass of quality constituent in node j of brine 
layer k. 
The finite difference form of Equation 5. 3 applicable to the 




For a brine layer, the change of mass within a node over a 
time step is then given by: 
n 
~ 
i = 1 
~c 
+ (AE -;;:;: ) 
n 
+ ~ 
i = 1 
~t + ~s 
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(AE ~~) ik ~t 
• (7.4) 
Simihr ly , th e c ha ng e of mass fo r th e lake bottom i s ex pressed as : 
• (7 . 5) 
When the summation of external sources and sinks term is 
includ e d Equation 7. 4 b e comes 
n n 
(Q C) ik ~t + ~ 
i = 1 
+ (AE ~C) f),. z v f),.t + (Q. c. - Q t c .kl ~t lnjk 1njk OU jk J 
+ ~S. f), t 
1 jk 
• (7 . 6) 
The c h a nn e l node mod e l was designed to investi gat e the lo n g 
term (seaso na l) tr e nds within t h e lake on a s pecific lake s urface 
e l evation. Und e r this assumpti o n, the circula tion patterns a nd ve l -
ocities, lake inflows , a nd lak e outflows a r e ave raged ove r the sea-
son of inter est, a nd thu s remain co n s tant .. For a parti c ular s eason , 
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Equation 7. 6, therefore, is used with constant coefficients in pre-
dicting the dist ribution of quality constituents by the computer model. 
The equation i s solved in the computer program by using an explicit 
step forward solution technique. 
Equation 7. 6 is genera l in nature and is applicabl e to both 
brine laye r s and to all quality constituents. The equation is adapted 
to a specific constituent by specifying the components of the summa-
tion of the internal sources and sinks term for the constituent. For 
a conservative constitue nt the summation of internal sources and 
sinks t erm reduces t o zero . Due to th e variety of summation of 
sources and sinks terms which can exist for non - conservative quality 
constituents, this term must be considered separately for each 
quality constituent. 
As indicated earlier, three quality constituents wer e selected 
to illustrate the use of the water quality model. Total dissolved 
solids was i ncluded because it is a major quality component of the 
lake and becau se of its effect on other quality constituents. The 
othe r qua lity constitue nts used in the model were th e cou pled para-
m e ter s of bioc h emi cal oxygen d emand and dissolved oxygen. 
In the nume rical so lution, salt precipita tion is assumed to 
occur only when the con centration of total dissolved solids i s above 
the satura tion concentration . When the saturation co ncentration 
within a node is exceeded, a ll th e total dissolved solids above the 
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saturation concentration are precipitated. In other words, the rate 
of salt precipitation is assumed to be instantaneous. Salt dissolving 
is assumed to occur when (1) salt is available on the lake bottom 
and (2) the concentration of total dissolved solids in the overlying 
brine layer node is less than saturation. 
Unstabilized organic waste is known to decay at different rates 
under aerobic and anaerobic conditions. Because of the naturally 
low concentration of dissolved oxygen in Great Salt Lake, there is 
the possibility that anaerobic conditions will occur in sections of the 
lake under various inflow rates of organic wastes. In order to 
account for this possibility, both the aerobic a nd anaerobic decay 
rates are included in the model. When the supply of dissolved oxygen 
is sufficient to maintain aerobic conditions over a complete time 
step, the decay rate takes on the value of the aerobic decay rate. In 
the complete absence of dissolved oxygen, anaerobic conditions 
exist and the anaerobic decay rate is used. In nodes in which the 
available dissolved oxygen is not s ufficient to mai ntain aerobic con-
ditions during the entire time s tep, the decay rate is determine d 
from a straight line interpolation between the aerobic and anaerobic 
decay rates based on the available di ssolved oxygen. This approach 
eleiminates the problem of negative dissolved oxygen concentrations 
which occur if only the aerobic decay rate were used. 
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The numerical solution of the summation of sources and sinks 
term for dissolved oxygen requires no special considerations . The 
equation representing the summation of sour ces and sinks term for 
dissolved oxygen simply is substituted into Equations 7 . 5 and 7 . 6 . 
In the model , the dissolved oxygen reaeration coefficient is 
cal culated from the formula developed by O 'Connor and Dobbin s (1958) . 
A comparison between the O'Connor and Dobbins formula and the 
formula developed by Churchill et a l (1962), however, indicated 
essentially no difference in th e prediction of th e reaeration coeffi-
cient. The ve locity used in cal c ulating the reaeration coefficient 
for a particular node is taken as being the average of the absolu t e 
values of the velocities in the channels entering or leaving the node. 
Nume rical Stability and Accuracy 
The numerical behav ior of the link-node t echnique for a one 
layer system has been investigated extensivel y by Orlob (1972) and 
Feigner and Harris (1970). Since the channel-node t echnique for 
a t wo layer sys t em can be vi ewed, for numerical s tabilit y purposes , 
as a one laye r system with an extra h or izonta l channel, the work 
done o n the s t ability of the link-node technique provided a g reat 
deal of insight into the nume rical behavio r of the channel-node pro-
cedure . The important differ e nce, of course is the effect of ve rti cal 
diffusion on the numerical behavior of the channel-node technique. 
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In the numerical solution, the transfer of quality constituents 
through a channel occurs only between the two nodes it connects. 
If the time step exceeds the above condition (Equation 7. 7) the actual 
fluid displacement along the channel is greater than the actual 
channel length and an unstable condition may result. An additional 
restriction is placed on the maximum time step in the study. The 
mass outflow from a node during a time step is not allowed to exceed 
the mass pre sent in the node at the b e ginning of the time step. This 
results in a criterion related to the characteristics of the node 
At • (7. 8) 
in which 
v volume of the node 
total outflow from the node due to advection and 
external sinks 
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The validity of these restrictions on the maximum time step 
was confirmed using a set of test data to investigate the numerical 
stability and accuracy of the channel-node model. The Farmington 
Bay estuary, which was considered to be that portion of the lake 
lying south of the Antelope Island causeway (Figure 4. l) was used 
in developing the test data. These data were developed to repre-
sent a system similar in characteristics to the entire south arm and 
were not based on observed characteristics of the estuary. However, 
such a stratified system could develop in the estuary as a result of 
the Antelope Island causeway and th e test data indicate the adapta-
bility of the model to such a system. The grid network used t o repre-
sent the estuary with a surface elevation of 4 , 200 feet and an inter-
face at 4,195 feet is illustrated in Figure 7. 3. 
The maximum time step predicted by Equation 7. 8 was found 
to be the limiting time step for the test data. The maximum time 
step based on the channel flows (Equation 7. 7) was found to be approx-
imately three times larger than the maximum allowable time step 
based on the node volumes (Equation 7. 8). When the smaller time 
step was exceeded numerical instability wa s produced. This re-
sult was not unexpected since both Equations 7. 7 and 7. 8 produce 
necessary but not sufficient conditions for numerical stability. It 
is noted that in some systems th e diffusion coefficient is an import-
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Figure 7. 3. Schematic representation of th e Farmington Bay Estuary 
at a surface elevation of 4, 200 feet. 
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However, for the Great Salt Lake system this is not the case be-
cause of the l ow contribution the diffusive process makes to the 
total transport process . 
Figure 7 . 4 illustrates a typical channel from the channel-node 
network in which the transport through th e channel is given in finite 
difference form as 
. (7. 9) 
in which 
C.M mass tra nsport through the channel connecting 
node a and node b 
A cross-sectional area of the channel 
v ve l ocity in the channel 
representati ve concentration advected in the 
channel 
node concentrations 
and a ll other t e rms are as previously defined. The magnitude of 
the node concentrations is represented s ymbolically in Figure 7. 4 
The optimum combinati on of time a nd s pace steps is found 
when 
C.l . (7. 10) 
v 
r - -_ ~Concentrotion Gradient -- ---
Co Cik(quorter point) 
l 6~ 3 ~' --------.j 
I 
Q, v -- Node 
.1:>1 
Figure 7. 4. Channel elements used in defining Cik' 
"' 
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Under this condition the fluid is displaced b y a distance whi ch is 
exactly the length of the channel. Obviou sly , this criteri on cannot 
b e met for each c hanne l in the system and the fluid wi ll b e displaced 
l ess than the channel l e n gt h in many channels. This creates a dif-
ficulty in determing exactly w h a t concentration is bro ught into a 
node during a time step. The simples t assumption is t o r equire the 
con centration carried in the c hannel t o be the concentration of the 
node o f o rigin o r upstream node . However, Orlob (1972) and 
Feigne r and Harris (1970) found that when the concentratio n of the 
upstr eam node was used the accu r acy of the solution was significantly 
affected by w hat Orlob t e rmed "numerical mixin g . 11 Numerical 
mixing is s imply the nume rical propagation of quality perturbations 
c r eat ed by not accurate l y repre senting the concentr a ti on of the 
quality constitu ent carried in the channel and was given thi s name 
because it exhibit ed the same numeri cal characteristics as diffusive 
transpo rt. The numerical mixing problem was reduced, and thus 
the solution accuracy increased, in both of the above s tudies by 
d efining the incoming channel concentration, Cik ' as a weighted 
valu e of th e co nc e ntrati ons i n the t wo nodes of each end of the 
channe l. 
Various procedures can be used to compute Cik as a function 
of th e co n ce ntrati o n s in th e upstream, c a, and downstream, cb, 
nodes. T able 7. 1 compares th e numerical characteristics of four 
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possible procedures for estimating Cik ' Orlob (1972) and Feigner 
and Harris (1970) found that the quarter point method provided the 
best combination of numerical stability and accuracy. For the 
channel shown in Figure 7. 4 the quarter point method yields 
• (7 .11) 
The quarter point method was found to restrict the time step 
when the downstream concentration was larger than the upstream 
concentration. This problem was overcome by employing the tech-
nique suggested by Feigner and Harris (1970) for the proportional 
method, namely the upstream advection procedure in which 
Cik = C a (Tabl e 7 . 1) . The model allows this method to be selected 
when the upstream concentration is larger. 
The network representing the Farmington Bay estuary was 
used to test the basic components of the program. The results of a 
test run used to evaluate the numerical accuracy of the program 
are presented in Figure 7. 5. A concentration of 300 g/1 of a con-
servative constituent was input t o the model and assumed to flow 
through th e system at a rate of 2, 640 cfs alo ng the path shown by 
the figure. After a simulation period of 400 hours the concentration 
within the nodes thr oughout the flow path approached the concentra-
tion of the inflow. These results indicated that the model was 
performing properly and maintaining numerical accuracy. 
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Figur e 7. 5. Distr ibuti o n of a co ns e r vative constitue nt along a sing l e 




The channel-node model was applied to the south arm of Great 
Salt Lake. Due to the present limited data on circulation patterns 
and associated velocities for Great Salt Lake the results obtained 
are of a preliminary nature. However, even with the limited data 
available the application did demonstrate the utility of the model in 
representing the temporal and s pati al distribution of quality para-
meters within the lake system and in pro viding valuable insight into 
the relative importance of the processes which affect these distribu-
tions. This insight pointed out areas where fu rther data collection 
and analysis are needed. 
In applying the model to Great Salt Lake only three quality 
constituents (TDS, BOD, and DO) were considered. However, the 
model is capable of predicting the distribution of a wide range of 
quality constituents associated with the lake . The distribution of a 
conservative cons tituent is depend ent on only the advective and diffu-
sive transport. The modeling of a particular non-conservative con-
stituent is accomplished by the proper definition of the internal 
sources and sinks. Thus, the model is applicable to: 
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1. Predicting the distribution of quality constituents presently 
in the l ake . 
2. Predicting the distribution of quality constituents intro-
duced into the lake . 
3. Accounting for the interactions between quality constituent s. 
4. Tracing the consequences of alterations to the present 
physical system on the distribut ion of quality constituent s within 
the lake . 
Because the model is capable of simulating the distribution 
of both inorganic and organic components within the lake, it will 
become increasingly more useful for investigating the impacts of 
various possible management alternatives upon the lake ecosystem. 
For example, the model is capable of predicting the impacts on the 
water quality of the lake from the input of specific wate r quality 
constituents to the lake at various leve ls and locations. This 
capability could be used in evaluating the effects on the lake of the 
inflow of various water quality constituents from the tributa ries . 
The model is applicable to a wide range of water quality dis-
tribution questions. As already stated, three quality consti tuent s 
were chosen to demonstrate the use of the model, namely, total 
dissolved so l ids , biochemical oxygen demand, and dissolved oxyg e n. 
Additionally, the distribution of a single conservative constituent 
was modeled to demonstrate the application of the model to the 
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type of constituent which might represent a toxic compound or a 
specific ion. Biochemical oxygen demand and dissolved oxygen were 
chosen because they are coupled, non-conservative constituents and 
are important indications of pollution level and the ability of the 
brine to support a healthy state for important liv ing organisms, 
such as brine shrimp. 
Basic Lake Conditions and Assumptions 
Used in the Simulation Phase 
A surface elevation of 4, 200 feet was selected for testing the 
model. The location of the pycnocline was set at an elevation of 
4, 175. This surface elevation was selected because it represents 
a typical elevation during the period when the general circulation 
pattern shown in Figure 8. 1 was observed. 
The general long term circulation pattern shown in Figure 8. 1 
was used in testing the model. The problem in applying this pattern 
to the south arm of the lake was that information concerning the 
temporal and spatial variations of circulation velocities were not 
available. Preliminary information (W. M . Katzenburger, 1974) 
indicated that point rates of movement vary throughout the year 
from a high of 1. 0 ft/ sec to a low of 0. 3 ft / sec. In testing the model 
these surface velocities were assumed to be representative of the 
average (with depth) velocities for the upper brine layer. Figure 
8 . 1 shows the velocities which were assumed with the various 
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loops of the circulation pattern for the upper brine layer. Note that 
a velocity of 0. 3ft/sec was associated with the main circulation 
loop. No information was available on either the circulation 
pattern or the associat ed rates of movement for the lower dense 
brine layer . As shown in Figure 8. 2, the long-term circulation 
pattern of the lower brine layer was assumed to be like that of the 
upper brine layer but at approximately two-thirds of the velocities 
of the upper layer. 
The ability of the model to simulate long-term seasonal water 
quality distribution trends was demonstrated by using a three month 
simulation period. Based on inflow to the lake it appeared that the 
yearly lake cycle could be divided into four segments corresponding 
approximatel y to the seasons of the year . During the season being 
simulated the inflows and circulation velocities are assumed to be 
constant and representative of the time p e riod under consideration. 
It is emphasized that the model is not re s tricted to simulating a 
thr ee-month seasonal trend. Rather, the model can be applied to 
a simulation period of any length for whi c h average lake conditions 
will produce the desired information on the distribution of water 
quality constituents . 
Other basic data assumptions which were made in simulating 
the south arm included: 
Figure 8 . l. Circulation pattern and associated 
velo cities (ft / sec) assume for the upper 
brine layer. 
Figure 8. 2. Circulation pattern and associated 





1. The exchange of brine through the railroad cau seway fill 
is evenly distributed along the causeway. 
2. Horizontal diffusion coefficients are constant within a 
layer and do not vary spatially. 
3. Vertical diffusion coefficients do n ot vary spatially. 
Figure 8 . 3 illustrates the grid system used to represent the 
south arm of the lake and indicates the boundary of the lower brine 
layer. The grid system us ed to repres e nt the south arm consisted 
of 373 nodes with 74 6 connecting channels for the upper brine layer, 
while 144 nodes and 254 channels were used to represent the lowe r 
brine layer. The considerable flexibility which is possible in laying 
out the channel-node grid network is evident from Figure 8 . 3 . A 
gr i d spacing of one mile was used in the eastern portion of the l ake 
where the inflows occur, and recreational and industrial develop-
ments a r e centered. In the western portion of the lake the grid 
spacing was increased t o two mi l es . 
In an effo rt to test the reliability of the model the test runs 
were p e rforme d ove r a period during which inflow a nd outflow 
conditions for the south arm could be determined . Based on the 
following c riteria, the month s of January, February , and March, 
1974 were se l ected as the t est simulation period: ( l) the average 
lake surface elevation was 4, 200 feet for this period, (2) information 
was availab l e from UGMS sampling stations on the distribution of 
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flow South to North 
North to South 
Figure 8. 3. Schemitization of the south arm including 
the boundary o f th e l owe r brine layer. 
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total dissolved solids in the lake, (3) data on inflows to the south 
arm were available, and (4) sufficient information was available to 
enable an estimate to be made of the exchange of brine through the 
causeway from the water and salinity balance model. The use of 
the average data from thi s period allowed the model to be roughly 
ve rified, and thus to demonstrate the capabilities of the model. 
Mode l Ve rification 
The verification run was performed using the inflow and out-
flow data given in Table 8. l. The causeway flows were determined 
from the simulation of the 1974 water year using the water and 
salinity balance model. The exchange of brine through the causeway 
fill was assumed to be evenly distribute d along the length of the 
causeway. 
The initial value of the horizontal diffusion coefficient for the 
upper layer was assumed to be that reported by the Utah Division of 
Water Res ource (1974), for the horizontal diffus ion coefficient at 
the surface , namely 3. 8 n 2 /sec. Because no information was avail-
abl e on this coefficient for the lower brine l aye r, as an approxima-
tion, the same value was assumed. The lack of information on lake 
circulation patterns made it impossibl e to verify this assumed value 
of the horizontal diffusion coefficient for either brine layer. 
·-
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The value of the vertical diffusion coefficient was identified 
ear lier in this study. During model verification minor adjustments 
were made to the value of this coefficient to obtain the best fit be-
tween the observed and predicted distributions of total dissolved 
solids. The adjustment required the vertical diffusion coefficient 
to be reduced from a value of 1. 68 x 10-S to 1. 50 x 10-S ft
2 
/s ec. 
This value was based on a depth elevation difference 1 Az, of 15.5 feet. 
Total dissolved solids (TDS) was the only quality constituent 
for which sufficient data were a vai lable to roughly ve rify the model. 
The UGMS sampling stations provided information on the spatial 
distribution of TDS within the south ar m for the verification period 
(Figures 8 . 4 and 8 . 5). The TDS concentrations associated with the 
lake inflows were not available at the points of inflow to the south 
arm. These concentrations were estimated from the data reported 
by the Utah Division of Water Res ou r ces ( 1974) for the closest 
locations to the lake. The estimated TDS concentrations associated 
wi th th e inflows to the south arm during the verific a tion period are 
given in Table 8. 1. Concentrations associate d with the north to 
south causeway flows were determined from observed north arm 
concentrations and simulation of the 1974 water year using the water 
and salinity balance model. 
The observed TDS concentrations at the UGMS sampling sites 
and the inferred distribution at the beginning of the verification 
period for the upper and lower brine layer s are s hown in Figures 
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8. 4 and 8. 5, respectively. All observed TDS concentrations for 
the upper brine layer which were used to check the verification run 
were adjusted to a volume corresponding to a lake surface elevation 
of 4, 200 feet. 
Figures 8. 6 and 8 . 7 show the distribution of TDS for the upper 
and lower brine layers simulated by the model for the three-month 
verification period . Also shown are the corresponding observed 
TDS concentrations at the UGMS sampling stations. The results 
of the verification run, while not exce llent, do demonstrate the cap-
ability of the model for simulating l ong term distribution patterns of 
qua lity constituents within the lake. The results show good mixing in 
the center of the upper brine layer where the UGMS data indicate 
little spatial variation of th e TDS concentration. At present there 
are no data available to check the accuracy of the simulated TDS 
concentrations in the north and east portions of the south arm. 
Simulated TDS concentrations within the lower brine layer 
agree well with observations by the UGMS. Because circulation 
patterns and associated movement rates were assumed for this 
layer the simulation results may not reflect the actual spatial varia-
tion of concentrations. However, th e results do suggest that the 
model wi ll be capable of reali s tically simulating the transport and 
distribution of quality constituents once circu lation data are avail-
able . 
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Figure 8. 4. Inferred initial TDS (gIl) distribution 
in the upper brine layer. 
Figure 8. 5. Inferred initial TDS {g/1) distribution ~ 
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Figure 8. 6 . Simulated TDS (g i l) distribution in 
the upper brine layer after three 
months. 
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Figure 8 . 7. Simulated TDS (g i l ) distribution in 




The simulated TDS concentrations in the center portion of the 
upper brine layer are approximately 10 g/1 higher than the observed 
concentrations. The higher simulated concentrations can be traced, 
in part, to the exchange of brine through the causeway . The water 
and salinity balance model indicates that the causeway flow equations 
deve loped by Waddell and Bolke ( 1973) predict higher than observed 
south arm brine concentrations for high lake stages . This trend is 
evident from the simulation results of the water and salinity balance 
model using data from the 1974 water year. During this period the 
Jake stage was higher than that of the 1971-72 water years when data 
were gathered to develop the causeway flow equations. As Waddell 
and Bolke (1973) discussed in their report, sources of error in pre-
dieting causeway flo ws may be related to: (1) uncertain flows in the 
causeway's west culvert which often is restricted by debris, and 
which could not be accounted for in the equations, and (2) the fact 
that the data used to develop the causeway flow equations were col-
lected over a relatively short time span. The results of both the 
water and salinity balance mode l and the water quality mode l indicate 
the ne ed tn better define the causeway flow e quations for periods of 
high lak e stag". 
Demonstration of the Ability of the Model to Predict 
the Distribution of Qual ity Constituents 
The ability of the model to predict the distribution of quality 
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co nstitu e nt s was demonstrated by using total dissolved so lids (TDS), 
biochemical oxyge n demand (BOD), dissolved oxygen (DO), and a 
con se r vat ive constituent. The modeling of TDS a n d the coupled 
con s titu ents BOD a nd D O involve th e utilization of internal sour ces 
a nd sinks terms. While th e parameters cont ained in the sources and 
sinks term s for these non-conservative constituent s could be 
identified, little information was available concerning t heir numer-
ical va lu es . Thus, it was necessary th a t the va lues of many of the 
parameters be eithe r develop ed or assumed in order t o demonstrate 
the capability of the model for predicting the distribution of th ese 
non-conservative co n s tituents . 
The modeling of a ny non-conservative constituent requires 
information on th e int ernal sources and sinks for the particular 
con s titu en t. The s u mmatio n of internal sources and s inks terms 
for a particular constituent may invo lve a simpl e decay r a t e o r the 
complex interactions between several quality constituent s . The 
id e ntification o f (1) all internal sources a nd si nks for ind i vidua l 
con s titue nt s a nd (2) interactions between quality constituents repre-
sents data wh ich must h e acquir ed if th e wate r quality system of 
G r eat Salt Lake is to he properly simula ted and managed . The 
gath ering of information relat e d to th e interactions wh i ch occur with -
in th e lake's ecosystem is encouraging. However , to date such 
s tudies ha ve ce nter ed on identifying th e interactions and ha s not 
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progressed to the point of quantitatively defining these interactions. 
This lack of information was found to exist not only for components 
of the ecosystem, but for most of the lake's quality constituents, 
including the non-conservative constituents chosen for demonstrating 
the capability of the model. 
The summation of the internal sources and sinks terms for 
TDS involved only the rates of salt precipitation and dissolving from 
the lake bottom. The rate of salt dissolving was identified during 
the study and is given by Equation 5. 19. Because the water quality 
model was designed to simulate the long term distribution trend s, 
the rate of salt precipitation was taken as instantaneous once the 
TDS saturation concentration was exceeded . 
The results of the 17 year s imula tion of future salinity trends 
within the lake using the water and salinity balance model (Chapter 
VI) indi cated that salt will not precipitate from the south arm brine 
unless the surface elevation of th e lake dr ops substantially below 
the minimum recorded elevation of 4, 19 6 . 6 feet. In the north arm 
salt is continuously precipita ting and di ssol ving from the lake bo ttom. 
The ability of the model to simulate the precipitation and dissolving 
of salt will be fully utiliz ed when the model is a pplied to the north 
arm . 
The absence of salt on the lake bottom and the fact the sou th 
arm brine did not approach saturation during the simulation period 
allowed TDS t o be treated as a conservative constituent during most 
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of the simu l a ti on runs . For one run the dist r ibution of TDS in the 
south a r m was examined under the assumption that a salt layer 
exis t ed o n th e bottom of the lake . This simulati on was performed 
to illustrate the effec t of th e presence of a salt laye r on the distribu-
ti o n of TDS within th e south a rm. It was assumed that the salt layer 
was of sufficient mass that it would not complet e ly dissolve during 
the three month simulati on period. Figures 8 . 8 and 8. 9 illustrate 
the predicted effects of th e presence of a bott om salt layer on the 
distribution of TDS in th e upp e r and lower brine laye r s, respectively 
of the south arm. The increa se in TDS co ncentrations wi thin th e 
upper brine layer was a maximum of 2. 5 g/1 at individual nodes. 
F or the lowe r brine layer th e predicted changes were more sub-
s t a ntial, with individual nod e concentrations increasing by as much 
as 25 g/1. 
The continuously increasing use of wate r i n the tributary basins 
by agricultural, mun icipal, and industrial users has the po t ential 
of increas ing the TDS load of th e inflow which reac h es th e lake . A 
simul ation of the south arm was p e rfor med to dem onstrate the us e 
of the water quality model in predi ct i ng th e effec t s of increased salt 
inflows on the di stribution of TDS within the lake . In pe rfo r ming the 
a nalys is th e TDS concentration associated with the i nflows were 
assumed to b e increased by ten times the valu es given in Table 8 . l. 









Figure 8 . 8. Equal contou rs of TDS (g / 1) in the upp er 
brine layer simulated under the assump-
tion a salt deposit existed beneath the 
l ower brine layer. 
Figure 8. 9. Equa l contours of TDS (g/1) in the lower 
brin e layer simulated under the assump- e; 
tiona sa lt deposit existed beneath the 
l ower brine laver. 
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the average concentration of the upper brine layer in the south arm 
by 1. 55 g/1, and the concentration of the lower brine by 0. 45 g/1. 
The major increases occurred at those nodes which receive the 
inflows. A maximum increase in the TDS concentration of 8. 9 g/1 
occurred at the inflow point of the Bear River. Except in the immed-
iate proximity of the inflows, the increased TDS concentration was 
evenly distributed through the upper brine layer. In the lower brine 
layer , the increased TDS concentration also was evenly distributed 
among the nodes. This well mixed nature of the brine is evident in 
Figure 8 . 10 which presents the simulated TDS distributions in the 
upper brine layer under the high salinity inflow conditions . 
The modeling of the distribution of the coupled constituents 
BOD and DO graphically illustrate the ability of the model to predict 
the distribution of specific quality constituents under a variety of 
conditions. The modeling of BOD and DO requires specific know-
ledge of the sources and sinks of these constituents; namely, the 
BOD decay rates, the benthic uptake rate of DO, the reaeration rate 
of DO, and the DO saturation concentration as a function of the TDS 
concentration. 
During the course of the study, the DO saturation concentrations 
was developed experimentally as a function of TDS concentration and 
water temperature. This test was conducted over the range of TDS 
concentrations found in Great Salt Lake. Because of limited 
time and finances, values for the other parameters involved in the 
Figu r e 8 . 10 . Equa l co ntour s of TDS (g/ 1) with an 
in c r eased TDS l oad i n the i nflows to the 
upper brine layer . 
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internal sources and sinks terms for BOD and DO were not deter-
mi ned. In order to enable the application of the model to be illus-
trated, appropriate values for these parameters, therefore, were 
used. 
The rang e of values which are associated with the aerobic and 
anaerobic BOD decay rates for low salinity wat ers are well docu-
men t e d in th e literature. Metcalf and Eddy, Inc., ( 1972) summarize 
th e ae robi c decay rates which h ave been identified for p o lluted wate r 
as ranging from 0.05 day-l to 0.30 day -l or higher, with a typical 
-1 0 
val ue of . 10 day (base 10, 20 C) . 
The a naerobi c decay rate o f organic was t e is reported in the 
literatur e at values of approximate ly a t enth the aerobic decay r ate 
(Chen, et. al., 19 75) a n d (Espey, et a l., 1971). The r e lati onship de-
vel oped between the ae r obic and anaerobic decay rates during the 
Galveston Bay study (Espey, et a l. 197 1) was used to estima t e the 
anaerobic decay rate for this study. This relationship was given 
as : 
0. IS K .. (fl. 1) 
in whi ch 
anaerobic decay rate 
K aerobic decay rate 
For d emonstratin g th e mod e l, th e aerobic and anaerobic decay rates 
- 1 -1 
were give n va lu es of 0. 10 day and 0. 015 day , respectively. It 
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is recognized that these "typical" v alues from the literature might 
not be typical for the harsh saline environment of G r eat Salt Lake. 
However, th e use of these values did allow the model to be demon-
strated, and also emphasized the need to identify and quantify many 
of the basic water quality parameters of Great Salt Lake. 
Data on BOD concentrations of inflowing streams generally 
are not available at points of entry to the lake. The data presently 
avai lable is from stations upstream of the lake and, in the case of 
the major tributaries, upstream of the marshland areas. Informa-
tion on any changes in BOD concentrations which occur within the 
marshlands is not available. The water quality model was t ested 
assuming an ultimate BOD load of 20 g/1 associated with all inflows 
at their point of entry to the lake. This approximation was based on 
data r e port ed by the Utah Division of Wate r Resources (1974) . 
Although thi s va lue probably is high for inflows from the Bear and 
Weber Rivers, it is within a realistic range, and reflects the ob-
served BOD concentrations of the Jordan River . 
A simu lation of the di s tribution of BOD and DO within the south 
arm was performed for the inflow conditions given in Table 8. 2. The 
analysis utilized th e same transport processes , time period, and 
TDS conditi o n s as we r e appl i ed during th e mode l verification . Figure 
8 . ll shows the predicted distribution of BOD within the upper brine 
layer under these conditions . The BOD load in the lower brine 
layer is not presented since it did not exceed 0. 1 mg / 1 at any node. 
Tabl e 8. 2. Inflow conditions of BOD and DO. 
Ultimate 
Source BOD Concentration 
of Inflow (mg /1) 
Inflow: 
Bear River 20 
No rth Fork Weber 20 
River 
South Fork Webe r 20 
River 
Jordan River 20 
Goggin Drain 20 
Kennecott Drain 20 
Causeway Fill 20 
Causeway Cu lve rts 20 
Temperature of brine: 7° c. 
DO Concentration 













Figure 8 . 12 presents the associated DO distribution in the 
uppe r brine laye r. The DO distribution is effected by both mixing 
with the inf1owing streams and depletion by the influent BOD. Under 
the inflow co ndition s used in the simulation analysi s , nowhere do es 
the DO concentration reach zero, Figure 8 . 12 als o shows the DO 
depletion caused by the input of B OD. The DO deple tion does not 
reflect the entire DO deficit from DO satur ation but rath e r the 
contribution t o the DO deficit attributed t o th e BOD decay. Because 
of mixing w ith the i nflowing s treams which were assumed to have a 
DO concentration of zero (Ta ble 8. 2), low DO c oncentrations were 
simulated n ear th e inflow points, Figure 8 . 13 shows the DO con-
centrations wi thin the l ower brine layer and the DO deficit attribu-
ted to th e BOD input to the upper layer. The low predicted DO 
concentr ation s near the cau seway a r e due to the inflow of brine from 
the north a rm with a DO concentration of zero . 
The wate r qua lity model is capabl e of holding the TDS con -
centrations con s tant while simul a tin g the distributi o n of other 
quality constitu e nt s which a r e d e p endent on t he distribution o f TDS . 
By utili zing thi s capability, th e BOD and DO dis tributions again were 
s i mu lated for th e same inflow conditions given in Tab l e 8. 2 but with 
the TDS concentrations he ld constant. This test produced predicted 
distributions of BOD and DO dep l e tion that were similar to thos e of 
the earlier run in which the TDS concentrati on was allowed to vary 
5 
Figure 8. ll. Equal contours of ultimate BOD (mg / 1) 
simulated in the upper brine layer. 
DO Dtple t;on (fTI911 ) 





Figure 8 . 12 . Equal contour s of DO (mg / 1) and DO 





(compare Figure B. 12 and 8 . 14). Since the DO saturation concen-
tration and the rate of DO reaeration are functions of the TDS con-
centration, the simulated DO distribution was affected slightly. The 
effect was even less pronounced in the l ower brine laye r. The 
option of holding the TDS concentrations cons tant was used in all the 
simulations of BOD and DO in the following di scussion. 
Model Sensitivity Studies 
Those basic data on circulati on velocities and inflows to the 
south arm which were used in verifying th e model also were applied 
in performing sen sitivity analyses and in conducting demonstration 
simulations. In addition, unless otherwis e stated, the values of all 
parameters we re set at thos e us ed and/or es tablished during veri-
fication. 
The sensitivity studies provided a test of the re l ative import-
ance of th e h or i zontal transport terms (adv ection and diffusion) in 
determining the di s tr ibution of water quality co nstitu e nts within the 
south arm of the lake . Horizontal adve c tion a nd diffusion a re u sed 
in the model to describe tran s port within a brine laye r . For the 
verification run th e magnitude of th e hori 7.0nt a l diffusion coefficient 
as reported by Utah Division of Water Resources (1974) was assumed. 
Du e to the present lack of data on circulation ve locities (patterns 
and rate of movement), th e validity of this value could not be 
c h ec ked. Howe ver , by means of th e model it was possible t o ex-
DO Dep let1on (mq/1 ) 
DO (mq / 1) 
Figure 8. 13. Equal contours of DO (mg / 1) simulated Figure 8. 14 . 
in the lower b rine layer holding the TDS 
concentrations constant. 
30 
Equal contours of DO (mg / 1) simulated 
in the upper brine laye r holding the TDS 




amine (l) the relative importance of the horizontal transport terms 
and (2) the sensitivity of the model to the value of the diffusion co-
efficient. Hopefully, thi s insight wi ll be useful in determing the 
priorities of future data gathering efforts for the lake. 
The sensitivity analysis for the horizontal transpo rt processes 
was conducted by simulating conditions within the uppe r brine l ayer 
with various assumed values of the horizontal diffusion coefficient. 
This analysis indicated that the system i s ve ry insensitive to 
changes within a normal range of values for the diffu sion term. For 
exampl e, comparisons between the results with the value of the 
diffusion t e rm at 3. 8 ft
2
/sec and at zero (exclusion from the model ) 
indicated that the exclusion of the horizontal diffusion process altered 
the simulated TDS concentrations associated with the nodes by less 
than 0 . 5 percent or 0. 4 g/1. The exclusion of the horizontal diffu-
sion term altered the node concentrations of a conservative con -
stituent introduced into the system by less than 3 percent. This 
higher effect was due to the increased gradients which developed 
between nodes in the absence of diffusion. 
The model was not sensitive to small decreases in th e hori-
zonta l diffusion coefficient since at a value of 3. 8 ft
2
/ sec diffusion 
(as compared with advection) plays a minor role in the horizontal 
transport process. Raising the value of the diffusion coefficient 
above 3 . 8 ft
2
/sec increased the importance of diffusion in the trans-
port process, and thus increased the sensitivity of the model to 
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variations of the coefficient. As shown in Figure 8 . 15 increasing 
the diffusion coefficient by a power of ten to 38 £t
2 
/sec significantly 
altered the distribution of a conservative constituent introduced into 
the system. 
Advection probably also dominates the transport of quality 
constituents in the lower brine layer . For this reason, it is sug-
gested that data collection programs should proceed under this 
assumption until the ability of advection alone to describe the dis-
tribution of constituents in the lower brine layer can be tested . 
Experience with the model indi c ated either a natural o r intra-
duced tracer other than TDS would provid e better information for 
comparing th e contribution advection and diffusion make to the 
horizontal transport of constituents. A tra c er which developed 
larger concentrations gradients than TDS would be more sensitive 
to variations of the horizontal diffusion coefficient and would allow 
better comparisons to be made between the advection and diffusion 
terms. 
Transport between brine layers by the vertical movement of 
constituents i s described in th e model by diffusion alone . The 
sensitivity of the mod e l to var i a tions in the ve rtical diffusion co -
efficient was quite interesting. /\. 1 ) per c ent variation of the verb-
cal diffusion coefficient produced a marked alteration of the TDS 
concentration in the l ower brine layer. Figure 8. 16 compares the 
simulated TDS concentration for the lower brine layer when the 
HOfl l OFl lal D1ffUS10n 
of 38 Fll/Sec 
HOrizontal 0Jffus1on 
ol 3 8 Ft 2/Sec 
Figure 8 . 15. Comparison of equal contours of a 
conservative constituent (g/1) intro-
duced into the upper layer with the 
horizontal diffusion coefficient varied 
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-- 17 • to"' Ftz/ Sec 
Figure 8 . 16. Comparison of equal co ntours of 
TDS (g/1) in the lower brine laye r 
with the ve rti c al diffusion coeffi-
cient varies from 1. 5 x 10- 5 ft2 / sec 




v ertical diffusion coefficient was varied from l. 5 x 10 to 
l. 7 x 10-
5 n 2 /sec . This change in the vertical diffusion coefficient 
produced approximately a 10 g/1 va r iation of the T DS concent rati ons 
at the nodes in the lower brine layer. The increased vertical 
diffusion coefficie n t increased the average TDS concentr a tion of the 
upper brine layer nodes by less than 0. 5 g/l. Becau se of this small 
difference, the results are not compared graphically for the u p pe r 
brine layer . 
The sensitivity analysis of the transport terms indicated not 
only the sensitivity of the model to variations in the va l ue o f the 
diffu sian coefficients but also provided information on the relative 
importance of each of the transport terms in describing t he dis-
tribution of a quality constituent. Horizontal advection was found to 
be the principal transport process within a brine layer. In the 
upper brine layer, both horizontal and vertical diffusion had minor 
effects on the distribution of quality constituents and the model was 
very insensitive to small ( 10 percent to 20 percent) variati ons of 
their values. However , the distribution o f quality cons t ituent s in 
the lower brine layer was quite sensiti ve to s mall variations of t he 
vertical diffusion coefficient. 
The sensitivity of the model to the initial DO concentrations 
within the lake was tested by varying this value from zero to satura-
tion. This analysis was c onducted for the south arm of the l ake 
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with the input conditions given in Table 8 . 2. The results indicated 
no differences from initial DO level in BOD and DO distribution 
for the three month simulation period. During this analysis it was 
found that steady state was obtained during the simulation period 
and the simulated BOD and DO distributions actually represented 
s t eady state distributions . 
The simulated results with a zero concentration of DO in the 
inflowing streams indicated that the model might be sensitive to the 
concentration of DO in the inflow due to mixing at the inflow points. 
A simulation was performed with the conditions given in Table 8. 2 
but with a DO concentration of 5 mg/1 associated with the inflows 
to the upper layer . Because the avai lable DO in the lake was suffi-
cient to maintain aerobic conditions under either DO inflow level, 
increasing the DO concentration of the inflow had no effect on the 
distribution of BOD in either brine layer. However, the increased 
DO concentration in the inflow streams did significantly alter the 
distribution of DO near the inflow points to the lake in the upper 
brine layer. This increase is evident when Figure 8 . 17 is com-
parcel with Figure R. 14. The increased DO c oncentration of the 
inflow had liltle effect on the lower brine: layer , with a maximum 
increase of 0. 1 mg/1 produced at any node. 
The simulated DO distribution in th e lower brine layer using 
the conditions given in Table 8 . 2 did not produce the absence of DO 
3.5 
Figure 8 . 17. Equal contours of DO (mg / 1) simulated 
in the upper brine layer with 5 mg / 1 of 
DO in the inflows. 
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below the pycnocline reported by Lin et. a !, (1972) (see Figure 8 . 15) . 
If their observations a r e correct , there is pr obably some mechan-
sim utilizing the availab l e DO in addition to the inflow of BOD. A 
p oss ible sink for the available DO in the l ower lake le vel s would b e 
the uptake of DO by benthic depo s its. A study was conducted to 
examine the possible effects of a benthic layer of organic material 
on the distribution of disso lved oxyge n within the waters of the lake . 
The lack of data required that an assumption be made of th e benthic 
uptake rate of oxygen. Some benthi c uptake rates repor ted from 
laboratory measurements are 2 . 0 gm/day/m
2 
(O'Connors, 19 66) , 
2 . 2 gm/day/m
2 
(Knowles e t al , 1962), and 1. 7 gm/day / m
2 
(Hanes 
and Irvine, 1968). The above benthic uptake rates were reported 
a t a t emperature of 20° C . Using the conditions outlined in T able 
8 . 2 an initial simulation was pe r formed with a benthic demand on 
the avai lable DO of 2 . 0 gm/day/m
2
. This demand was placed on 
the nodes of both layers which were in contact with the lake bott om. 
As shown in Figu r e 8 . 18 the benthi c uptake rate placed a significant 
strain on th e availabl e DO in both brine layers . The availabl e DO 
was completely d epl eted in the lower brine layer and, as s h own in 
Figure 8 . 18, at several points in the upper b rine layer. 
The DO co ncentration observed in the lake by L in, e t a l, (19 72) 
indicated an absence of oxygen below the pycnoclin e but the authors 
did not report areas of zero DO concentrations above the pyc nocline. 
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Therefore, simulations were performed with lower benthic uptake 
rates than 2. 0 gm/day/m
2
. A benthic uptake rate of 0 . 5 g/day/m
2 
produced the same absence of DO within the lower brine layer, but 
brought the level of DO within the upper brine layer more in accor-
dance with the values observed by Lin et al (1972) (see Figure 8 . 19). 
Additionally, these results indicate the DO distribution within the 
lake is sensitive to variations of the benthic uptake rate. 
The above results suggest that the benthic uptake of oxygen 
may be a major factor in determining the distribution of dissolve d 
oxygen within the lake. The results of the simulation runs which 
incorporated the effects of the benthic uptake rate and the sensitivity 
analyses involving variations of the DO concentrations in the inflowing 
streams again emphasize th e need for basic data relating to the 
water quality aspects of Great Salt Lake. With specific reference 
to th e benthic uptake of oxygen , laboratory, and field investigations 
are needed t o identify uptake rates and the extent of benthic deposits. 
Management Example s 
As indicated earlier, an important feature of the model i s its 
ability to test the effects on the lake system of implementing various 
water quality management alternatives. This capability was demon-
strated in previous demonstration runs which simulated the distrib-
ution of TDS, BOD, and DO und e r a variety of conditions. The 
Figure 8. 18. Equal contours of DO (mg / 1) simulated 
in the upper brine layer with a benthic 
uptake rate of 2.0 g / day / sec2. 
2.0 
0 
Figure 8. 19. Equal contours of DO (mg / 1) simulated 
in the upper brine layer with a benthic 




results of these simulation runs have indicated that once the neces-
sary data become available, the model is capable of predicting the 
distribution of many water quality constituents under a variety of 
possib l e conditions . T hus, the model will be able to provide the 
decision maker wit h the information necessary for predicting and 
evaluating the impacts on the lake system of propsed water quality 
management plans. 
A simple study was conducted to demonstrate the use of the 
model as a management technique. The demonstration was per-
formed by assuming that the waste discharge from an industrial 
development could be restricted to entering either the Goggin Drain 
or the Kennecott Drain. It was further assumed that the industry 
would increase the BOD l oad input to the lake and would introduce 
a conservative constit uent into the lake, such as, a specific chemi -
cal compound. Simulations under these constituents were performed 
so that the result ing constituent distributions could be examined. 
The industry in the example was assumed to produce a BOD 
inflow to the lake of 4 743 g/ sec . All other input conditions assumed 
for the study are given in Table 8. 2. Figure 8 . 20 presents the pre-
dicted DO distributions resulting from the inflow of the assumed BOD 
load at a) the Goggin drain and b) the Kennecott drain. Only the 
southern portion of the south arm is shown by Figure 8. 20 since 
this is the area of greatest impact. A comparison of Figure 8 . 20 (a) 
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(a) Gog9in Drain 
3. 
(b) Kennecott Drain 
Figure 8. 20. Equal contours of DO (mg/l) simulated for inflo w 
from the Goggin Drain and the Kennecott Drain . 
lBS 
and (b) indicates that the input of the BOD load to the lake at each of 
the two-points produced distinctly different DO distributions. The 
Goggin drain produced less DO depletion than the Kennecott drain 
in the southwest portion of the lake, but also caused a considerable 
DO depletion near th e inflow point. The rather low predicted DO 
con centrations in the southwest cor n er of the lake for both drains 
emphasize the important role of the transport processes in pro-
viding the DO necessary for BOD decay. 
The distribution which resulted from the input of a conserva-
tive c onstitu e nt into the lake from the Goggin and Kennecott drains 
are presented in Figure B. 21. The constituent was input to the lake 
at an assumed rate of 94B6 g/ sec. The results shown by Figure 
B. 21 indicate that the constituent was assimilated into the system 
much more quickly from th e Kennecott drain than from the Goggin 
drain. Given this kind of information, the decision maker could 
sel ect an industry site so as t o produce a minimum of adverse 
effect s based on specifi c criteria . 
The vario u s demonstration runs reported in this chapter in-
dicate that the model has the capability to represent the distribu-
tions of water quality constituents under a variety of conditions, and 
to account for the sour ce and sinks of the constituent s . The use of 
the model in this mode is limited only by the availability of data. 
Such data are essential if the water quality aspects of the lake are to 
be properly considered in the ove r all planning of the basin. 
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( b } Kennecott Drain 
Figur e 8. 21. Equal contours of a conservative constituent simu-
lated for inflow from the Goggin Drain and the 
Ke nnecott Drain . 
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CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
Modeling-A Management Technique 
The study has resulted in the development of a channel-node 
modeling technique applicable to determining the three-dimensional 
transport and subsequent distribution of water quality constituents in 
a natural system. Although a computer m o del was developed speci-
fically for application to Great Salt Lake, the modeling technique 
could be applied to any system in which both the horizontal and 
vertical transport must b e consider ed in order to properly describe 
the distribution of quality c onstituent. 
The main effort of the study was deve loping the channel-node 
modeling technique and demonstrating its applicability to the pre-
diction of lo ng term seasonal distribution tr ends for some of the 
water quality constituents associated with Great Salt Lake. Because 
circulation patterns within Great Salt Lake a r e not yet well defined, 
calibration and testing of the mode l for the lake system could be 
accomplished in only a somewhat gross m anner. Further verifica-
tion of the model will be possibl e once r e liable data become avail-
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ab l e o n the spatial variatio n s of water velo city and quality con s tit-
uen t s wi thin the lake . H owever, even in the abs ence of adequate 
data, the exerci se of de ve l oping the channel-node model at this 
time pr ovided v aluable insight into the operation of the Gre a t Salt 
Lake system. Hopefully this insight will be useful in identifying 
those a r eas in which additional information is requir ed and in estab-
lishing data need s a nd priorities . 
Some specific ways in w hi c h th e s tudy provided in s i gh t into 
the o p e r a tion o f the dynamic system of Great Salt L ake a r e listed 
as follows: 
l. A procedure was de ve loped f o r determining the vertical 
diffusio n coefficients from observed concentration profiles for total 
dissolved solids {TDS) . 
2. A r e lationship was proposed a nd tested for estimating th e 
dissolved oxygen saturation l eve l for high salinit y brines. 
3 . A r e lationship was proposed and tes ted for estimating the 
dissolving rate of salt accumulations on the lake bottom. 
4 . A procedure was developed for predicting on the basis of 
assumed input condition s futur e salinity concentrations {TDS) within 
the Great Salt Lake brines . 
Sensitivity Analysis 
A sensitivity analysis for hori zontal transport wi thin the south 
a rm of the l ake indic ated th at advectio n in the dominant p rocess 
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involved in the movement of brines within a layer. The distribution 
of a quality constituent in the upper brine layer was not sensitive to 
small variations, 10 percent to 20 percent, of either the horizontal 
or vertical diffusion coefficient. However, within the lower brine 
layer, constituent distribution was found to be very sensitive t o small 
variations in the value of the vertical diffusion coefficient. It is 
emphasized that additional data on the spatial variation of velocity 
patterns within the lake will enable the importance of both the hori-
zontal and vertical diffusion terms to be investigated further. This 
investigation will indicate whether additional studies are needed to 
better define both the vertical and horizontal diffusion coefficients 
for either brine layer. 
The capability of the model was demonstrated in the study by 
applying it to (I) the distribution of total dissolved solids, (2) 
biochemical oxygen demand, (3) dissolved oxygen, and (4) a con-
servative constituent within the south area of the lake. The demon-
stration results wi th these constituents indicate that the model is a 
valuable management tool for examining the impacts of various pos-
sible management alternatives on individual water quality constituents 
and their interactions within the lake. A capability to predict man-
agement impacts in advance provides an opportunity for possible 
adverse effects on the system to be averted or minimized . This 
kind of manag e ment technique is especially important for Great Salt 
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Lake, because, as Stephens and Gillespie ( 1972.) point out, the 
simple nature of the lake ecosystem makes it very susceptible to 
c hanges brought about by man. 
Recommendations for Data 
Collection and Research 
An important result of this s tudy was the identification of areas 
where data gathering projects and specifi c studies should be under-
taken. 
Dat a Needs 
Several important data gaps relating to basic physical infor-
mation became appar e nt during the model development process. 
The results suggested for example , that the causeway flow equations 
developed by Waddell and Balke (1973). while giving good results 
a t low lake s tag es , might not accurate l y predict causeway flows 
when south arm surface elevations are greater than 4, 2.00 feet . The 
present flow equations were based on data which were gathered over 
a short time span and Waddell and Bo i ke themselves suggested that 
additional data be gathered in order to refine the equat ions . The 
pre sent high lake stage would afford an ideal opportunity to obtain 
the needed data to improve the equations . The lake stage is con-
tinusouly changing and this same opportunity might not be available 
again for some time. 
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The water quality model emphasized the need to obtain data 
pertaining to both the quality and quantity of flow at points of inflow 
to the lake. In most cases these data are di ffi cult to obtain because 
the flows pass through marshlands bordering the lake. The outflow 
from the marshlands is generally diffused rather than being confined 
to well defined channels. However, for managment purposes, it is 
important to have information on changes which occur within the 
marshlands on both the quality and quantity of flows which enter the 
lake. 
Important areas of data need as identified by the study are 
summarized as follows: 
1. Systematic monitoring of the distribution of important 
water quality constituents within the lake. 
2. Systematic monitoring of water quantity and quality inflows 
to the marshlands bordering the lake and to the lake itself. 
3 . Sampling of the l ake brines with emphasis on improved de-
lineat ion of the pycnocline and the vertical variations of salinity (TDS) 
below the pycnocline. 
4. Sampling of the north arm in order to define temporal 
variations in the mass of precipitated salt. 
5 . A sampling program to provide improved definition of lake 
circulation patterns and water movement ve locities within the lake 
as func tions of time and space. 
6. A program to provide improved definition of the lake 
bottom elevation contours. 
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7. Water quality and quantity data relating to flow through 
the Antelope Island and the Union Pacific causeways within the lake 
(bo th culvert and porous media flow). 
Resear ch Needs 
Effective management of any system requires that the system 
be sufficiently well understood to enable realistic predictions to be 
made of the consequences of proposed management changes . In 
this report, the study clearly identified some areas of inadequate 
system understanding from the viewpoint of effecti ve management. 
Increased knowledge of the system is possible through research 
studies which are directed toward those a r eas of specific need, and 
some of these are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The modeling of the coupled constituents biochemical oxygen 
demand (BOD) and dis so l ved oxygen (DO) required that the values 
be estimated or assumed for all parameters involved in the summa-
tion of the internal sources and sinks term, except the dissolved 
oxygen s aturation concentration. This same lack of basic information 
applies to the parameters in the internal sources and sinks terms 
for most lake constituents, including complex quality constituents 
such as coliform bacteria, algae, brine shrimp, and brine fly larvae. 
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The unique characterisitcs and harsh saline environment of 
the lake requires that parameters which normally could be estab-
lished from literature be re-examined under the specific conditions 
of the lake. An exampl e of this need is the variation of the dissolved 
oxygen saturation level with TDS concentration for the lake. The 
dissolved oxygen saturation level has been established in detail for 
waters with total dissolved solids concentrations of less than 40 g/1. 
The occurrence of salinity concentration levels in this range are 
common in lakes, rivers, estuaries, and oceans. However, because 
of the unique nature of the lake, with salinity concentrations com-
monly exceeding 300 g/1, i t was necessary to establish by labora-
tory experiment a relationship between dissolved oxygen saturation 
le ve l and salinity concentrations in the high range. Many of the 
characteristics and parameters pertaining to other quality constit-
uents could similarly be established by laboratory experiments 
rather than through investigations directly on the lake. Additional 
process understanding through studies of this nature is required not 
only for comprehensive modeling of the lake system, but also for 
planning activities involving components of the total system, such 
as indiv idual quality constituents. 
It is encouraging to note that government agenc i es and private 
organizations are becoming increasingly more cognizant of the 
unique nature of Great Salt Lake and of the need to obtain additional 
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information on many aspects of this system. For example, on 
October 15, 1975, a meeting was held in Salt Lake City between the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), members 
of the Great Salt Lake Division Board, and people from Utah State 
University involved in studying the lake. During this meeting, 
NOAA expressed interest in providing assistance in outlining a 
procedure for gathering data and for d e fining processes relating to 
transport within the lake. NOAA has gained extensive experience 
with this type of study on large lakes, such as Lake Ontario, and is 
in a position to provide valuable suggestions regarding a similar 
project for Great Salt Lake. On a note of caution, in order to 
effectively utilize the compatibilities of all groups which could be-
come involve d in data collection a nd research programs for Great 
Salt Lake, a well directed and coordinated research strategy is 
essential. 
Some important areas of research need as identified by thi s 
study, are summarized as follows. Because research studies 
usually imply data collection activities, some overlap occurs be-
tween the following list and the "data needs" identified in the pre-
vious section of this report. 
1. R e finement of the equations of flo w through causeways 
(refer to item 7 under "data needs"). 
2. A definition of changes in water quantities and qualities 
in the marshlands bordering the lake. 
3 . A determination of the interactions between both the 
living and nonliving components of the lake ecosystem. 
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4 . Studies of the growth and decay rates of the organisms in 
the l ake. 
5 . Studies to determine the lethal concentrations of various 
chemicals for the organisms in the lake. 
6 . An examination of the effects of variations in the conc en-
tration of total dissolved solids on the growth, reproduction, and 
the utilization of food by the organic components of the lake system. 
7. Studies involving quantifications of the parameters con-
tained in the sources and sinks terms for various lake quality con-
stituents, such as salinity (total dissolved solids), dissolved oxygen, 
and coliform bacteria. 
8 . An examination of the importance of specific transport 
p rocesses involved a t various depths within the lake. Advection, 
in particular, appears to be the dominant transport process in the 
upper portion of the lake (refer to item 5 under "data needs") . 
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APPENDIX A 
CHANNEL-NODE WATER QUALITY MODEL 
The channel-node water quality model consists of two programs; 
the data file program and the channel-node program. The data file 
program creates a data file of basic information related to the physical 
characteristics of the channels and nodes. This information is stored 
and serves as input to the channel-node program. The channel-node 
program performs the actual simulation of the distribution of quality 
constituents within the lake. Both the data file program and the channel-
node prog r am were programmed using Fortran IV and executed on a 
UNIVAC 1108 computer. 
Data File Program 
The data file program was designed to take basic information related 
to the characteri sties of the channels and nodes and convert them to 
simplified form for storage and use in the channel-node program. 
Data is input to the program in the units of feet and miles. All data 
stored in the data file is converted to the length units of feet. 
The channel parameters IENDL(I) and IENDH(I) represent the 
node numbers associated with the nodes which the channel connects. 
For bookkeeping purposes IENDL(I) is assigned the node number with 
the lower numerical value. A test was incorporated into the program 
to insure that II::NDL(I) is less than IENDH(I). If this criteria is not 
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met an error message results which indicates the channel where the 
error occurred. 
The channel parameter L2CA(I) and the node parameter L2NA(I) 
are used to indicate if the channel or node is located in the one or 
two layer portion of the lake . When these parameters have a value 
of zero, it indicates the channel or node is located in the single layer 
portion of the lake. These parameters are assigned a value of one when 
the channel or node is located in the portion of the lake where two layers 
exist. These parameters are assigned a one or zero in the data file 
rather than the yes or no which appears in the sample output. The 
sample output indicates which data are stored in the data fi !e. Only the 
parameters indicated as "transferred" are stored . The locations 
where "no channel" or 11 no node" appear indicates the absense of values 
in the data file . 
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The channel-node program performs the actual simulation of 
the dist ribution of quality constituents within the lake. The program 
is organized as a main driver and a series of subroutines which per-
form specific functions, The main driver of the program serves as 
the coordinator of the subroutines, initializes the various parameters, 
and performs calculations common to all the quality constituents. Thus, 
the calculation of advection, diffusion, and the summation of external 
sources and sinks during each time step is performed in the main 
driver . 
The input of data is performed by the NCD subroutine. Data is 
input to the program from the data file created by the data file program 
and card input. The card input is designed with several options so that 
data can be efficiently input. The use of the parameters IQ l and IQ2 
allows the operator to choose to input channel ve locities (ft/sec) or 
channel flows (cfs) for either layer. The direction of flow within a 
channel is determined from the positive or negative sign associated 
with the chann el velocity or channel flow. The flow is input as positive 
when it flows from the low node to the high node it connects or from 
IENDL(I) to IENDH(I). F l ow in the reverse direction is assigned a 
negative value. 
The parameters IDCl(I). IDC2(I), and IDC3(I) allow the operator 
to choose a single initial valu e of constituent concentration which will 
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be as signed to a ll nodes of a specific layer or to input a specific 
initial concentration for each node of a layer. The use of these 
parameters allows this option to be applied to each constituent for 
each layer. 
In a system such as G r eat Salt Lake, the number of channels 
and nodes within the lower brine layer is signifi cantly lower than 
the number of channels and nodes within the upper brine layer . In 
order to reduce the input, the program was designed so that data 
r elated to channel flows and initial node concentrations are only in-
put for the channels and nodes which exist in the lower bri ne layer. 
Such data are input in increasing order of channel numbers or node 
numbers skipping the nodes or channels which do not exist in the lower 
layer. 
The output from the channel-node program can be varied. The 
program contains a parameter, IS KIP, which provides an option to 
suppre ss the output of information concerning channel flows and the 
initial constituent concentrations at each node. When this option allows 
the output of these initial conditions i t requires a line for each channel 
and each node of the upper layer plus a line for each lake bottom node . 
When the lake bottom concentrations are not required, th e program 
contain an additional parameter, IBB , which allows the output of the 
lake bottom concent rations to be skipped. 
The r emainder of the output from the channe l-node program con-
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sists of the simulated node concentrations. Each time the output is 
requested a line of output is required for each upper layer node. Each 
line contains the concentrations for each constituent at nodes in the 
upper and lower layers. The lake bottom concentrations are output 
seperately and requires one line for each node. The IBB option can 
be used to suppress this output. 
The simulated node concentrations are output at th e end of the 
simulation period. This corresponds to the program completing the 
simulation for NTS time steps . The parameter NPOUT can be used 
to output the simulated node concentrations at intermediate time steps. 
For example, if NTS was 300 the node concentrations could be output 
at half the total simulation period by setting NPOUT at 150. Similarly, 
NPOUT would be set at 100 to obtain the node concentrations after 
each 100 time steps. 
The computer time required to perform a simulation for a parti-
cular constituent varies with th e complexity of the subroutine which 
accounts for the internal sources and s inks of the constituent. With 
a grid network composed of 74 6 channels and 373 nodes in the upper 
layer and 254 channels and 144 nodes in the lower layer, the channe l-
node program required 54 seconds of computer use time to simulate 
the distribution of a conservative constituent over 720 time steps. 
The computer use time was increased to 166 seconds when the pro g ram 
was used to simultaneously simulate the distribution of a conservative 
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constituent and the non-conservative coupled constituents biochemical 
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WATER AND SALINITY BALANCE MODEL 
The water and salinity balance model was formulated to simulate 
the water and salinity balance for Great Salt Lake on a monthly basis. 
However, the stability criteria dictated by the vertical mass trans-
port between layers of the south arm restricted the time step used 
in the simulation to less than a monthly period. A twelve hour time 
step was used in simulating the water and salinity balance during this 
study. 
Data input to the model consists of initial lake conditions and 
information related to the monthly water balance. The initial conditions 
input to the model include the initial volume and surface area of both 
arms, the initial total dissolved solids concentration associated with 
the north arm and each layer of the south arm, and the initial mass 
of salt on the bottom of each arm. The monthly water balance data 
include the surface and groundwater inflows, the rate of precipitation, 
the potential rate of evaporation, and the evapotranspiration. In the 
model this information is converted to units compatable with the 
calculation of the water balance on a time period of less than one 
month. The method which is used in the model to reduce the monthly 
data to compatable units restricts the model to a water year simulation 
and a maximum time step of twenty-four hours. 
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The program outputs the initial lake conditions and the simulated 
lake conditions at the end of each month. The output includes the 
inflow and outflow from each arm of the lake in acre-feet during the 
month and the elevation in feet, volume in acre-feet, and concentration 
of total dissolved solids in grams per liter for each arm at the end 
of each month of the water year. The model requires approximately 
6 . 5 seconds of computer use time on a UNIVAC 1108 to simulate a 
complete water year. 
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co zoa I=-t•12 
1Pf'TSU 1::.0. 
TPPTNCII :::O. 
TEYAPS I U :O. 
TEYAPNili :: O. 
TCNI lt : Q. 
TCSII I : Q. 
TF'NCJI ::.Q. 
2'0 8 TFSCU ::o. 
DO 1 07 I=-t •1;: 
GO TO IZ05o 20S o :DIOo 206o105o206o 205o2'06. o 2 05o 20' • Z05o2051o I 
lOS Ql NI J I : ff"l.W IIo NTl/28 .1•.501117 
C ••• P AMO [YP AS F'T/S EC 
f'l tt :: IPPHloiH 1128.1dMCP 
['t'PI H :: l,.['t'API l o NT 112B.I•AKCP 
SO TO 207 
205 8UUit ::. IF'UtlloNT J/Sl. I•·SOII 1l 
Pill :: CP PT flo NT 1/JD .I o ,liCCP 
EYPI U :: IP EV API l o NT 1/ JO. I•AM CP 
GO TO 107 
206 CH NfJI ::; ffLWI I oNT I/)l .l• oSOIIt 7 
Pil l ::. f PPTI To Nll/ J1.1 •A KCP 




DO 1'.t9 lT ": loNT S 
: ••• ES TABL IS H fLOW S 8[1\IE[ N lH [ HO~TH ANO SO UTH ARI1:i 
CALL HOW II o lC H 
C •• • NOVEHENT Of TO 'S 
C +• • SO UTH ARK 
OlF'F't ::. AR[Ail to r f 11 • CF'N•f I Cf 2 1- Cll ll /1 .5 • I 0£ L7 f 2 l•Orl111 I I I I 
C •• • BOTTON L AT ~ R 
DASS Ill : QAS'i 11 I• IQ ST • CH• CFN +Cl F""r 11 • 0£ l T 
00 106 t " ::z ,N EC7Pt 
OIF'F2 : AREAI 1NI•E I 1 ~1 oCF'N• f f C 1 1 N•11 - CIIN l tiC . 5 •1 0 ( L"II Ito l i• OflZ f 114 I 
S II l 
DASS I I N I ::. OA SS I l N I+ CC lff2 -OIF'f1. -o I ! M I• C I IN I• CF' fl I• OH T 
106 OIF'F'l ::.OifF 2 
C •• • TOD LAY ER 
DASS IN£0Z I :-Q ASSf N£ r7 1• 1-G IN (Ol I• C IN EO Zl• CfN -Otrr li•O£LT 
If iOo\S S i l J.G ( . Of>P fllll CO T O 107 
!FIOASSSS .L ( .O .I GO TO 107 
OI S:ROI S • f CPPT-( C 1 II • 0£1.. T•V OL C ll o Cr 
lflniS. GT.OA SSSS I OIS =DASSRS 
OA SS UI =O ASSil J+OI S 
OAS'S SS::O ASSSS-C'IS 
:: ••• CAL CULAT( PR(ClP!TATI OH Of SJLT 
107 l : NEDZ 
lD'J IF'IOAS S ILJ.L£.():1PJI L II GO TO 108 
SPPT ::.QA SS ILI -Cq> TIll 
OAS'i iLC : OPPfiL I 
OASS IL -1 1 :O ASS IL - 11+ Sf> PT 
108 L: l -1 
IF'IL. GT .11 CO TO lO'J 
If COASS illoL [ . Df'PTilll GO lO llD 
SPPT ::O ASS Ill -O R' T C 11 
OASS III ::. DPP lll l 
OA SSSS:O ASSBS + SP PT 
f •• • NORTH AR" 
110 00 111 IJF :t oN (OZ 
111 OASS N::O ASS N•Q l lJF' J • C I IJF h CF'~ .• O£L f 
OA SS N::.O ASSN-QS T• CN • CF 1'1 oO(L T 
C ••• T( S T 1"0 OISSOLY£ OFI PR(CIPlTAT£ S ALT 
SUB N=O A S SN -QPP TN 
lF' f SUBN I 11 ? •1 1' • lll 
C •• • DISSLOV[ S J L T 
Il l IF'IOAS SB N.L £ .0.1 CO TO lH 
OI'S =ROI S •I CPPT -<: NI• O[l. h VOl. N.C F' 
IF'IDI S . GT. DASSAof l OIS:OA 'SS~N 
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000 > 
~~:; . 'c;:i . c . z g 
WRIHU4P•l 2 1 ISAVEl'S IIhi :: h6l 
1:! F"ORI'IATI1X o • S OUTH API'I'o / ollo'UEVATION'o11o6UXoF104 21 1 
WfHT(IN Pol11 ISAYEV'SCllol::lo61 
ll FORNAllllo'V0LI.tt('otillo61-.J;oF10·011 
MRIHCNPo221 Ul. 1UioNThl::to61 
22 FO~NATilllo 'fOUL HFLOW' .GI-.xo r}04111 
WRlT(CHPo211 IGWIIX.Nlhi:l o61 
ZJ roR,.Ali1Xo 4GW I!IIF"LOW"olXoGt-.x.no.tn 
WRIHINPol81 llPPTSIII ol=lo61 
18 F"OR11ATI1Xo'PPT"•'X•6Ui of"10401 I 
WRITEINPo211 11£VAI"SIIIol::toGI 
21 F"OR .. ATil Xo '(VAPOIU TION'oll o6 C.. Xo F"tO.O II 
IIRIT[ I NPo1'1 I TFNIII ol ::1o61 
19 F"OR-.ATI11o'f"LOW NORTH*o Zi oGIU oFlO.OJI 
WRIT[INPo2 5 1 ITCNI ! Iol =lo6 1 
25 FOR11ATI1Xo'fLOW NO PTH C' o61 - lloF"l040)) 
WR JT[INP o2 01 fTTSCllol=-to61 
ZO F"ORI1ATilllo 'FLOW SO UTH' o2llo6C liX of" tO. Oil 
WRIT[INPo2&1 ITCSillol=lo61 
26 fORMATilllo'FLCW SOliTH C•oGC-.XoF\0,011 
WRITE I NP •1" 1 
1- fOJtNATillo 'CONCE NTRATIONS' I 
00 lOS IL = l oNEOl 
IPT::NEDZ-IL•l 
105 WRIHINPol5J IPTols-YECIIPToll•I=l•GI 
15 FORNATI1Xo'LATEP 0 ot 2 o..Xo&l-.x.fl.Oo2ll 
WRTfEINPo2-l IS08SII1ot'=l o 61 
2il fORIUTillo' BO TTON MASS'o1lo61-.Xofl0.111 
VR1TEINPol61 I SA VELNIIJ.l =l o 61 
16 F"OR11ATI/ollo'NOPTH ARN'o/olXo'0..[YlTlON'ollo61i1Xofl0. 2JI 
WRIT Ef NPo1JI I SA VEVNtlhi :: lo£.1 
WRIT[INP ol 81 11PPTNfllol::1t61 
VRIT(INP o21 1 fTEVAPNil h l=l•61 
WRifEINPol11 ISAYEDtlllol::l o 6) 
1 7 fORM AT( 1 X o "CON CENTRA T IO N' o 3X of 11) , 2 o 51-. Xo F'l0·2 I I 
VRIT£fNPo2"1 ISDBNUioi::t.61 
VRIHINPolll I...ONTHilloi::7ol 21 
WRIT[INP o1 21 ISlVELS illot=7oU lo(UVS 
VRITEU .. PolJI ISAVEVSIIht = 7ollloVCl.S 
WRfl[INPo221 lf1.VIloNTlol ::7 ol21 
WRITE:fNPo2JI ICWI I loNT ht=l • U I 
WRITEI NPol 81 I lPPTSfllol::7ol21 
VRITE:INPoZll 11EVAPSCilol::7ol21 
WRIT(INPol <JI 1Tf"NIIIol=7ol21 
WRITEINPo2 51 CTCNI!Iol =7ol-2'1 
VRITEINPo201 ln:' S IIIoi =7ol ZJ 
VRlT[INPo2 6 1 IT CSII 1o l=7ol21 
WRITEINPol"l 
00 lOb IL::toNEOl 
1PT:: N£0Z-IL•1 
106 WRITEU1P o1 51 IrT.tSAV(CfiPT o ll o1=7ollltCIIPTI 
WRITEINPo2-., I SO !ISil lo i::7 ,llloOOS 
WfllTE IH Po161 ISlV[lNIIIol::loll loE LEVN 
WRIT(INPol !l ISAVE\4Ntl l ol::7oll hVOLH 
WRITEINPol!l ITPPTNI1 J ol::7ol21 
IIRI TEI NPo2ll IT(Yo\f'tr4Cllol::7,121 
WRlTEINPo171 I!>AY(Qrtlllot::,7 ,lllo CN 
VR!T£1NPo 2 -l IS08NI ! I o l = 7 olllo 08N 
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CARD 7 
J56"1· 157685. 2 118 211 J, ltiJEi54. 
CARD 8 
708i19ll. 10l!J5J8, lJ 00 25 6. 162'3620. 
CA~O '3 
J-.o. 25!>. llB. 1!8 . 1 18. 1J e . l l~ 
CARO 10 
ClRO 11 
0 5oil109.!ll7 oll 2ii , Jlii 5 . :-J.62.U l6 J 44 66.6 58 4 6 Je. 9 J6.2 52 . 6 
7 7,7 <J1,Q 9Uol 95.1 88o7l'ISo :" 18loU160 . 11UJ o J J7 ol '11.7 5 0o0 
P 2 .0107 4 61&6.i1186 . 91:"J , Jl1J . 22H-ll6849100 48 3e.s 4 J ,J il8,'1 
88,9lD6 oi1U 5481D'J 4J l..lS . ~7'l.1206.517S .l250.S 47 o U 62 .2 7~ . 4 
1:!9.S1Jl.l1l5.71 32 . Eit70-1192.2Jl8.628q,s 71.5 u.q £~ . 5 81 . 5 
~ il,qll0 . 7U9.21.1q,gl]6 , Ql1 9 o 0 1 5 lo 7 724! Sl .il •0.1 il 2 .0 67 . 0 
9243 8J46 as.-. 90.1 '}3 .0l78.ill!lii ... <JT . o .. 1.9 : s- . 5 J6 .1 39 . 7 
63.o 91. 9 8 ..... 75.2 'l1 o910,o5 n.o 29 .7 26 . 6 2t.o 2s.a Js . a 
6lo2 7J , Q dO,q 77 , 5Zl9 .'1 58o6292.724lo'l102 ol 42.1 Jq,.q J!.6 
£6.0 88.6 sq,z 87 . 41:!547 96 .1H 9 . 2162 .211J46 Jl , 7 JJ , f, 5S .J 
69.'110542 90,8 ~2 . 6 95.!:11lo02ii5.1J25 . 032T.S lf4ol H.J ) ~.9 
66.J 89 . 615-..51J9,7160 o~ J9 , 02il5 4eJ00. '32-.7.!1 914(1114.71 65 . 2 
178.5186.5185 . 0l!n.217 2 , 1fZJ5,'H8'3o7130 , il 39 .8 J6.7 J6 .7 '1 5 .8 
L9o8 79,8 90 ,') % oil ? 1o'iJIJ,Jl67o0758 ,6 J5(J , l 92o2 87,7107. 5 
156. 41634016 2 . 2 157.1 l211o "'l 9lo717~.91JS . i1219.f: 46. 'J ~5 . 2 6i1.5 
1;:'1.1170.2182.9243o0210.U! S5 . 81106.U25'3.1122.U 11.8 49.0 56 . 8 
lO,J1E24 812 7.4 Z:'lo.Sl<J6."1'18 o! 8i1 .8Z 97. -2704Jl06.7 ,1 .. 2 20 . 0 
II (;4 8197 o1 169493 0£.4i1 "Z71. 'r 20.5 510 . 2 '1 Sl+ .]4 i18 , J2J8, !10 3 . 227'3 . 0 
2-1· '2J6 .a 2'il7 . 5282 oZ 25 s . ('!! 81 .z 'IJ2 o1l 82 0 7264.3136 . 6 95 . " 16 s.' 
1118,. ii20J o6 1!JS oS2 '2: o 7 Zl <J, 5:.'1 11 oZ JIJ8,9J 66 o81 116 . 8 9llo 'I 52 . 3 1 50 , ') 
CAIRO 12 
Doll Oo39 0 . 52 0.611 O .H 1 . 10 o.- 5 0.97 l o l5 0.26 O.Sl 0 , 7) 
Q.-.-. 1.19 0.57 loll 0.9 ° Uo25 lo28 Uo 91 lo3il O.!il 0465 0.79 
u.-.s t.oe loll 1.s1 n. il~t o.os 14ll 2 400 o,JJ o4-.z o.o11 o . ue 
1.05 0 . 31 0 . 76 0 . 70 0 4 5 ~ 1o50 2.1':! J,J8 1 4 6 2 04 21 046€ Q . 2'J 
u .71 o .TJ l oCO o . ss 1. 2 .. l - 65 1 . 21 o . il~ o.o'J o.o! O o32 (1 . :'8 
0.00 0 . 86 OoH 0.8Z1.0 IJ U.7'3 1 , (1 2 l.SB l.tq Uo0T l.06 l oll 
.z.. .oz 411 .77 .t 'l 1.20 . 9:- .sa .t5 . at .-.2 .1'3 
47 5 1.12 ol 2 ,()() . 911 l.OJ .56 . 50 o05 .58 ,76 lo29 
1 . 1 2 .911 .82 .7'3 J , z ~ l.JJ 1.83 :? .09 .51 .64 oZ1 .72 
·"1 , zz .o s 4-.5 ol .. , p') 2 . ~17 1.15 2o5Cl .oz 422 },llf 
.86 1.09 .il5 , £.1 o2f 1.2! z .o8 2 .40 Z . Jl . oJ .oil . zu 
o51 1.08 1o59 .82 . SP .~ loJ5 1 . 511 lolfO .qo l o10 1.10 
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